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Students face registration hassles
By Martin Romjue
staff writer

The scene is familiar. A group of
students stand in front of projected
index numbers in the Warren Cam;-us
Center, scratching out closed courses on
their registration forms as they squint at
black scratches on the screen.
Every semester, many students
experience the frustration that
accompanies registration. Scores of
classes close before underclassmen
register.
Junior Tammy Wayne is an honors,
student with a double major in political
science and English. As an honors
student, she was uJJoj^al tp register
immediately after the seniorsTfeut she
still got only three of the five classes
she wanted.
"1 always thought when I got to be an
upperclassman it would be easier, but
instead it got harder," Wayne said.
Sophomore Paula Wierwille has been
trying to get a basic communications
course since the first semester of her
freshman year.
"I suggest they stop accepting so
many more freshmen," Wierwille said.
"If they're going to have so many
students, they should have more
courses."
Sophomore Kristin Willett said,

By Kyra Scarton

editor

Staff photo by EUZABETH MYERS
Students faced unusually long registration lines after a
blackout caused registration to be canceled Tuesday
evening.
"More sections should be open for more
popular courses."
>•
Higher enrollment, faculty shortages,
course popularity and class size have a
direct effect on course availability,
several JMU academic department heads
said.
"We always have a lot of registration

pressure," said Dr. William Nelson,
head of the political science department
"We would like to offer more courses,
but don't have enough faculty
members."
Six hundred majors arc enrolled in the
See REGISTRATION page 2 >

Brief blackout puts campus in the dark
By Amy Porter
It wasn't the night the lights went
out in Georgia, but a blackout at
JMU, even for 20 minutes, does stir
up a little excitement.
Faculty,
administrators
and
workers
^all
over
campus
—
especially those with computers —
were warned Tuesday at least 10
minutes ahead of time that campus
power
would
go
out.
Campus
rumors claimed the blackout could
have lasted two to three hours.
Librarians rushed around notifying

Comedy
zone

Communication,
fine arts dean
plans to resign

students. Dining hall workers hurried
to cover the food. Students at the
academic computer center sighed in
relief
when
they
logged
off
their
computers in time.
Students
who
were
scheduled
to
register couldn't until the next day.
Nurses at the Health Center squeezed
in as many appointments as possible
before the lights went out. And JMU
TeleCom transmitted a rush of phone
calls.
The blackout was a result of an

JMU students and area residents
can see some quality comedy at
the Sheraton Inn.

See BLACKOUT page 2 >•

Perfect
pair

After serving as the only dean of the
College of Fine Arts and Communication since it was formed eight
years ago, Dr. Donald McConkey said
he plans to return to full-time teaching.
McConkey announced his resignation
during an informal meeting with faculty
and staff members from the college
Tuesday afternoon in Anthony-Seeger
Auditorium. During the 10-minute
speech, McConkey said he will not step
down until a replacement is named,
probably by the end of the year. He was
unavailable for comment Wednesday.
About a week and a half ago,
McConkey approached Dr. Russell
Warren, acting president of the
university, to discuss his plans. Three
years ago, McConkey chaired the search
committee that selected Warren as JMU
vice president for academic affairs.
"He expressed his wishes and I said
that's fine," Warren said.
Warren compared leadership roles at
the university to traits churchgoers
might see in their, ministers. Some
preachers find strengths in building,
others in fund raising.
McConkey worked as a builder, he
said.
"I think Don honestly feels that he's
done the majority of what he can do,"
Warren said Wednesday.
Before being named dean in July
1978, McConkey served as head of the
communication arts department, which
was then still part of the College of
Arts and Sciences. He also served as
professor of communication.
This semester, McConkey teaches
one section of Public Speaking. Next
year, he plans to return as a full-time
speech professor.
McConkey earned his doctorate from
Ohio State University in 1970 after
receiving his master's degree in speech
there in 1951. He also worked at Ohio
See DEAN page 7 >•

Terri Gaskiil and Chris Gillies have
become one of the top doubles
teams irvthe nation.

MCDONALD'S SALADS
... tossed fresh all day!
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Three new salads to try...
it's a toss-up which one you'll like best!
GARDEN SALAD

CHEF SALAD

CHICKEN SALAD

A harvest of your garden
favorites, made fresh
throughout the day

Crisp, cool and
satisfying! Ham, turkey,
cheese and more.

Loaded with chunks of tasty
chicken, water chestnuts and
chow niein noodles.
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Plus, you have a choice oi' distinctive dressings:
French • 1000 Island • Bleu Cheese • Lite Vinaigrette • Oriental • Mouse
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McDonald's
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New Salads
Use these valuable
coupons.

FREE

FREE Chef Salad,

Breakfast Sandwich*

when you buy any like
Breakfast Sandwich.
Offer valid December 2 through December 16,1986.

Garden Salad OR Chicken Salad
Oriental with the purchase of any
Large Sandwicht Fry and Soft Drink.
Offer valid December 2 through December 16, 1986.

Offer good only ai participating McDonald's* in Charlottesville, Harrisonburg, Staunton,
Verona. Waynesboro and Woodstock, VA.

Offer good only at participating McDonald's* In Charlottesville. Harrisonburg, Staunton,
Verona, Waynesboro and Woodstock, VA.

Limit one coupon per visit.
Not good in conjunction with any other offer.

Have you tried a McDonald's salad before?
□ Yes DNo DCS DGS U CO

A.P..

A.P..

•Sandwiches include.- Egg McMuffin.' Sausage McMuffin, Sausage McMuffin* with Egg,
Ham Biscuit. Ham Biscuit with Egg, Sausage Biscuit. Sausage Biscuit with Egg or Bacon.
Egg & Cheese Biscuit.

Limit one coupon per customer per visit. Not good in conjunction with any other offer.
•Sandwiches include- McDL.T!" Big Mac" Quarter Pounder? Quarter Pounder with Cheese
(wt. before cooking 4 oz.-l 13.4 gm) or any size Chicken McNuggets?

Void where prohibited. Cash Value 1/20 of one cent,
c 1986 McDonalds Corp.

Void where prohibited. Cash Value 1/20 of one cent,
c 1986 McDonald's Corp.
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FREE Side Salad 4

With the purchase of any
Chicken McNuggets®
or Large Sandwich?
Offer valid December 2 through December 16,1986.
Offer good only at participating McDonald's* in Charlottesville, Harrisonburg, Staunton,
Verona, Waynesboro and Woodstock. VA.

Have you tried a McDonald's salad before?
□ Yes D No D

FREE

Breakfast Sandwich*

when you buy any like
Breakfast Sandwich.
Offer valid NOW through December 1, 1986.
Offer good only at participating McDonald's" in Charlottesville. Harrisonburg. Staunton,
Verona, Waynesboro and Woodstock. VA. Limit one coupon per visit.
Not good in conjunction with any other offer.

A.P..
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A.P..

Limit one coupon per customer per visit. Not good in conjunction with any other offer.
'Sandwiches include- McD.L.T!" Big Mac." Quarter Pounder* Quarter Pounder with Cheese
(wt. before cooking 4 oz.-l 13.4 gm)

■Sandwiches include- Egg McMuffin," Sausage McMuffin. Sausage McMuffin'' with Egg,
Ham Biscuit. Ham Biscuit with Egg. Sausage Biscuit. Sausage Biscuit with Egg or Bacon.
Egg & Cheese Biscuit.

Void where prohibned Cash Value 1/20 of one cent,
c 1986 McDonald's Corp.

Void where prohibited. Cash Value 1/20 ot one ceni
c 1986 McDonald's Corp.

FREE McD.LT.™

Sandwich

LI L'
*

when you buy a
McD.L.T. Sandwich.
Offer valid NOW through December 1, 1986.
Offer good only at participating McDonald's* in Charlottesville. Harrisonburg. Staunton.
Verona. Waynesboro and Woodstock, VA.
Limit one coupon per customer per visit. •
Not good in conjunction with any other offer.

Void where prohibited. Cash Value 1/20 of one cent,
e 1986 McDonald's Corp.
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FREE

Chef Salad, Garden Salad
OR Chicken Salad Oriental
when you buy any like Salad. •
Offer valid NOW through December 1, 1986.

Offer good only at participating McDonald's* in Charlottesville. Harrisonburg, Staunton,
Verona, Waynesboro and Woodstock, VA.
«*

Have you tried a McDonald's salad before?
□ Yes D No D CS □ GS D CO

A.P..
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Limit one coupon per visit.
Not good in conjunction with any other oiler.
Void where prohibited. Cash Value 1/20 of one cent.
e 1986 McDonald's Corp.

SUPPLEMENT TO: Advo-Systems Inc., The Breeze, The Cavalier Daily
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Registration>■ (Continued from page 1) ——

political science program, Nelson said,
with 12 full-time faculty members.
"The demand is going up because we
have more majors than ever before,"
Nelson said.
Nelson said the crunch is more
evident in upper-level courses because
the department offers only one section
of them.
"We have been able to keep up fairly
well with enrollment in 100- and
200-level courses.
"We try to offer everything in the
catalog on a rotational basis. We try to
offer everything at least once per year,
but we have to offer high-demand
classes more frequently."
Dr. Michael Galgano, head of the
history department, said problems arise
when seniors retake courses that they
took as freshmen and received a low
grade.
"There is no need to retake such
courses," Galgano said. "They won't
make a difference in finding a job.
"If seniors wouldn't retake some
courses, it would solve a lot of
problems. Other students who want to
take these courses are denied spaces."
Galgano said some courses are
half-full before sophomores and
freshmen begin to register.
History 101, 102 and 233 close
quickly because they fulfill general
studies requirements, Galgano said.
"We cannot generate more sections
because we don't have enough faculty to
cover them, Galgano said."

Blackout
> (Continued from page 1)

overheated cable at the Harrisonburg
Electrical Commission'substation on
campus, said Phillip Deane,
superintendent of maintenance. Workers
there realized the burning cable would
create a power failure, but they found
out in time to warn people before they
shurdown the power.
Workers at Carrier Library were
notified of the blackout IS to 20

c

said.
Another problem Galgano sees is
Only one professor teaches Religion
"too many students shopping around."
"They register for a class, and either 202, the department's most popular
don't show up or later drop out, denying course, Wheelock said.
This semester, the department closed
that slot to someone else," Galgano
some
general studies courses early
said.
Like other departments here, the during registration to allow freshmen
English department has experienced and some sophomores to get in.
"This is the first year our department
growing pains, with a steady increase in
has
tried to hold spaces so freshmen can
majors from about 125 to 300 in the
get
in.
Juniors and seniors are often in
last six years, said Dr. Robert Geary,
general studies classes. I don't think
head of the English department,
"We're teaching larger classes than that is right because freshmen and
before, but what we're really concerned sophomores ought to get a chance to
with is if we're turning people away see what our courses are about,"
who have a good need for a course," Wheelock said.
In classes such as Introduction to
Geary said.
Most classes in the English Philosophy, class size must be kept
department are filled, but it is not under 30 students in order to have good
flooded with override requests and class discussions, Wheelock said.
JMU's College of Business, which
complaints from students.
"It's a matter of a professor having enrolls one-third of all undergraduates,
either a crushing load with a huge has not experienced as much pressure as
number of students, or classes of other departments this year because of a
normal size leaving some people reservation system for pre-business
students. Pre-business students are
disappointed."
Dr. Wade Wheelock, acting head of allowed to hold spaces in courses they
the philosophy and religion department, need for their major.
"The reservation process guarantees
said the number of faculty members and
students
the availability of necessary
written assignments in certain classes
courses within our department," said
limit available spaces.
"There are not enough professors to Ann Schiefer, assistant to Dr. Paul
go around and only so many people Kipps, the associate dean of the College
will fit in a class," Wheelock said. "If of Business.
Students come to the business
we give written assignments in a class,
department's advising center where
we can only grade so many.
"We don't have enough majors to faculty members help them plan
warrant more faculty members, but for business courses and reserve spaces for
general studies courses it would be nice them until they register.
"Not everyone can get every course
to have another faculty position," he

minutes before the power shut off, said
Rosemary Arneson, the loan services
librarian. That was enough time to find
flashlights, alert students and shut down
Leonardo, the on-line card catalog, she
said.
A male student was trapped in the
elevator when the electricity went off,
but campus police rescued him just a
few minutes later. "If we had been
notified a half hour in advance, we
could have had time to lock the
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elevator." Arneson said.
"It was pretty hectic," Arneson said.
"But the procedures were already
established for this kind of thing. It just
takes a minute to get prepared. But then
we got going.1'
Gibbons Dining Hall opened half an
hour late Tuesday because of the
blackout, said Hank Moody, director of
contract dining.
Moody was notified about 20 minutes
ahead of time that the power was going
out.
"Everybody -was calm except me,"
Moody said. "There are a lot of little
things to think about when something
like this goes off. You just try to
anticipate everything that needs to be
done.
"When so much equipment runs off
electricity and it fails, you go from
working in a modern building to a
cave."
The academic computer center in
Miller Hall was given about 15
minutes notice, which allowed students
to log off their computers before the
screens went blank and their projects
were lost.
Sfcn Lenkerd, director of the academic
computing center, said a workshop was

section they want, but with this system
there is a Tol less denial and
inconvenience for students," Kipps said.
Unlike the flexibility of English
courses, Kipps said the highly
sequential structure of the business
curriculum warrants pre-arrangement.
"If we require you to do something,
we have to make spaces available,"
Kipps said. "The advising process
greatly expedites the registration
process by reducing some of the section
shopping."
Schiefer and Kipps said there is a
high demand for business courses from
majors and students seeking electives.
"We could always add a few more
faculty positions," Kipps said. "We
still have very large classes overall, and
have some catching up to do."
Kipps said he does not forsee any
major increases in department
enrollment in the next few years.
Like the College of Business, all
other academic departments offer
override cards to graduating seniors and
students who need them.
"The person has to be a graduating
senior or a commuter who has a need,"
Galgano said. "There are some
commuters who must travel a long
distance and can only take classes on
certain days."
Geary said his department gives
overrides to students who are graduating
or need courses for certification
requirements.
"We have no slack," Geary said. "I
wish we wouldn't need special
procedures to get people into classes."

canceled and all students shut down
their computers in time.
"It was a little exciting, but it didn't
catch us by surprise. It went like it was
meant to, for a change," Lenkerd said.
Over in the basement of Wilson Hall,
phone
lines
from
the
telecommunications department were
lied up with excess calls.
"During a blackout everyone seems to
want to call somebody and say, 'Hey,
isn't this neat?'" said Tom Bonadeo,
director of JMU TeleCom. "That
generates a lot of extra traffic."
The switchboard operator was tied up
with calls, and she could not contact
service technicians that are out on the
job, Bonadeo said. The operator
continued to transmit an excess of calls
for half an'hour4fttr the power was
regenerated.
Alix Dapolito also contributed to this
article.

CORRECTION
• Theta Chi won the championship
division finals in intramural soccer.
Incorrect information was given in a
headline In Monday's issue.
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Bookstore to get overhauled
By Amanda Benson

staff writer

Students can expect to see significant
changes in the JMU bookstore next
semester, saidTts new director.
Patricia Sarb, who has been here three
weeks, said renovations are tentatively
scheduled to be done while students are
away for spring break in March.
"We want to inconvenience as few
people as possible," Sarb said.
Costing about $200,000, the project
will be funded by the bookstore and the
university's auxiliary fund, she said.
Instead of focusing on expansion, the
renovations will focus on better use of
space, Sarb said.
"This store is built like bowling
lanes," she said. "There are several
design problems. It's too long and
skinny."
A professional college store planning
firm was consulted about the most
efficient way to utilize space in the
store, Sarb said. Projected plans include
adding shelves and new fixtures to hold
more merchandise, she said.
Shelves currently being used have
been here since JMU was half the size
it is now, she said, and they do not hold
enough merchandise.
Also, Sarb hopes to open more
registers, especially during "book rush"
at the beginning of the semester, she
said.

After renovation is completed, four
service desks will be in operation
instead of one, Sarb said.

for the university if it is improved. "It
can be more impressive, especially for a
university that's grown like this one."
No significant renovations have been
done in the bookstore since the early
1970s, Sarb said. In 1980 and 1981, a
portion of the stockroom was converted
into textbook space.
Other than that change, "not much
was done cosmetically - just metal
shelves were added," she^Said.
"We need to keep up with the times,"
she said, "not to mention the needs of
the campus."
Some students voiced their
complaints about the current bookstore.
Junior Shelly Krauss said, "The lines
are crazy during booksale rush. I think
they should have even more registers
open at that time."
The crowds were a complaint of
senior Syd Albrittain also.
"During the rush hours, it's really a
pain," she said.
Sophomore Beth Seaver said, "The
worst thing in the bookstore is how the
books are set up. I can never figure out
which section is for which books."
And sophomore Lisa Vesovich said
the store should stock more
high-quality sweatshirts. "Whenever a
popular kind sells out, they never seem
to restock it."
She added, "They could do without
accessories like visors and socks. Most
people want sweats or rugbys."

"Our primary aim is to improve
service." The service area and director's
office will be moved toward the center
of the facility, she said.
Expansion of both the apparel shop
and the general book area is planned.

"This store is
built like bowling
lanes."
— Patricia Sarb

and new carpets of varying patterns will
be installed.
Also planned is relocation of the
entrance to the bookstore "so it's not so
inconvenient in terms of bank lines,"
Sarb said. "This will eliminate
congestion in the lobby."
The new entrance will be back toward
the post office boxes and die present
one will "probably be changed to a
display window," Sarb said .
The bookstore "can be a showcase"
c

SGA stalls vote on Republican funding
By Kristine Kaplan

SGA reporter

A proposal to allocate money to the
College Republicans was referred to the
Student Government Association's
finance committee for the second time
Tuesday.
The proposal, which was submitted
by Bell senator Brett Sheffield,
originally requested the SGA allocate
$2,500 from its contingency account to
the College Republicans.
The first time the finance committee
considered the proposal, it was amended
to $950. The club was given $750 for
convention registration and $200 for an
issues conference.
When the bill was brought to the
senate floor, several finance committee
members suggested the bill be
re-submitted to the committee.
"There's a feeling among the finance
committee members that they need to
rcevaluate this proposal because it kind
of got shuffled through," said Kathy
Sayko, legislative vice president. "It's
by my discretion whether I recommit
it."
After senate discussion, Sayko
returned the proposal to the finance

committee for further revision.
In other business, the senate re-tabled
a bill of opinion to go on record as
opposing the shortening of the drop/add
period. The bill was initially brought
before the senate last week and was
tabled.
Administrative vice president
Ann-Marie Johnson recommended the
bill be tabled again.
"I really feel like we have to take
more measures and get more feedback
from our constituents," Johnson said.
"Also, the curriculum and instruction
committee will hopefully be making up
a survey to circulate between students
and faculty, so I'd suggest that we table
this again."
The senate unanimously passed a bill
to allocate $665 to Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity to help implement its Dr.
Martin Luther King Scholarship and
fund founders' week activities.
The group's original request was for
$990. Alpha Phi Alpha members cut
the bill themselves because the
University Program Board agreed to
cover some of the founders' week
expenses.
The finance committee killed a
proposal to allocate $1,044 to the

Committee spokesman Owen Wilson
said the proposal was killed because the
group requested funds for traveling and
lodging, which are not funded by the
SGA. He also said the group has not
collected all its membership dues.
The senate passed a bill allocating
$300 to Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
to help fund founder's week activities.
The finance committee cut $65 from
the original request. That money would
have been used to pay for food at a
banquet and the finance committee does
not fund food, according to committee
chairwoman Maria Duncan.
The internal affairs committee
proposed a bill to allocate a $200
annual scholarship to the SGA
parliamentarian.
Gifford senator Eric Snow said the
SGA had difficulty in securing a
parliamentarian this year and a
scholarship might eliminate problems
in the future.
"It's a pretty important position, and
you can see there's so many questions
that need to be clarified," Snow said.
He also said the committee felt it
See SGA page 7 >

New program
in nutrition— established
JMUs
living
sciences
department has a new graduate
program leading to a master's
degree in nutrition.
Dr. Dorothy Rowe, head of the
department, said the only other
school in Virginia to offer a
master's in nutrition is Virginia
Tech. JMU's program is designed
to help students become registered
dietitians.
To achieve registered dietitian
status, a student must take
necessary coursework and complete
a practicum experience approved by
the American Dietetic Association.
The practicum work can be
through a dietetic internship or
field experience. Once students do
practicum work, they may take the
ADA's registration examination
There are only about 90
institutions in the United States
that offer dietetic internships. A
highly
competitive
selection
process results in appointments for
about one-third of all dietetic
students.
JMU's graduate program consists
of 30 credit hours, including six
credits of field experience at the
Veterans Administration Medical
Center in Hampton. JMUs
program differs from Virginia
Tech's in that its field experience is
pre-approved by the ADA.
In addition to six months of
experience at the Veterans
Administration Medical Center,
JMU students must complete a
thesis. Rowe said the degree will
take a minimum of 12 months to
complete.
Registered
dietitians
are
employed by state and federal
governments, hospitals and nursing
homes
requiring
Medicare
certification,
food
service
companies, weight loss centers and
fitness chibs. Dietitians with
registered status have a better
chance for career advancement,
Rowe said.
JMUs nutrition program also
provides a graduate studies option
for students from related disciplines
who do not want to become
registered dietitians. Students can
earn the master's in nutrition
without spending six months doing
held experience in Hampton.
At Tech, students must arrange
their field experiences after
completing the master's degree.
The ADA has approved
internships at the University of
Virginia and Medical College of
Virginia hospitals. However, these
are not connected with a master's
program, Rowe said.
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Roommate
Locating
Service Available
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MAXOH
fully furnished
Tool
fireplace
CluBroom
Workout "Room
Hot "Tub
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434-6166
S. G. Si L. WILL BE HERE DEC. 10

A FREE MODEL "D"
A GOOD VALUE MADE BETTER!
o IBM Compatible
o Dual Double-Sided Double-Density
Disk Drives
o 512K expandable to 768K on
Motherboard
o Four Open Expansion Slots
o High-resolution Monochrome Monitor
o Parallel and Serial Ports
o Fifteen Month Warranty
o Lifetime Toll-free Technical Support
Retail $1295

Special JMU price $1145
Complete this coupon and drop it off at our Anderson Brothers
Bookstore location. Drawing will be held December 3rd.
Name:

Phone:

Address:

n
DYNABY1
Computer Products

Headquarters:
Charlottesville, Va.
804-296-7560

1820 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va
(in Anderson Bros.)
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BELLE MEAEE
LOUNGE
Rt. 11 South

434-2367

$1 OFF COUPON FOR ALL JMU STUDENTS
A CHANGE OF PACE FROM OTHER PLACES

About 30 JMU students
join in today's fasting
By Ann Cremins
stall writer

People across the nation, including
about 30 JMU students, are
participating in a 24-hour fast today.
The fast is sponsored by an
international agency called Oxfam
America, which is a branch of the
Oxford Committee for Famine Relief in
England. Catholic Campus Ministry
has sponsored the event at JMU for
several years.
Dave
Trindell,
a senior
double-majoring in nutrition and
psychology, is fasting for his second
year.
*
"Last year was my first time and I
didn't think I could make it," Trindell
said. "I mean, I like to cat.. .a lot."
The fast is held to raise funds for
people who experience hunger daily,
Trindell said. It also is designed to
promote awareness of the problem of
wort hunger.
Fasters donate what they would have
spent on meals and snacks for the day,
along with money from sponsors who
pledge money for the fasL

All proceeds from the fast go toward
emergency repairs, tools and equipment
for farmers, community health and food
production programs for families
among other projects and supplies for
the poverty-stricken residents of the
Third World countries.
Trindell said fasting helps participants
in the event understand the world
hunger problem.
"It's a small action on my part to
help better understand," he said.
Tonight, all the fasting participants
will gather al-the CCM house for soup
and bread, while they discuss what the
day meant to them.
"Fasting is an individual type of
thing, so getting together to share what
you went through reminds you that
others share the same concerns," Tindell
said. "It's neat to hear how everyone
interpreted the fast."
Campus fasters will be wearing forest
green buttons today with the word
"Oxfam" printed on them. The group
hopes to surpass the amount raised
during fasting last year.
National contributions totaled $1.5
milion last year.

NEWSFILE
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
FOR YOUR PARENTS
Where will you be living next year? With Interest rates at the lowest
level in years. NOW Is the time to bring this project to your parents'
attention. FIRST TIME OFFERED FOR SALE.

MADISON GARDENS APARTMENTS

□

I

South Main Street

2
These four buildings are extremely well built and have been designed
with the student's needs In mind. Only 3 homes In each building and
only 1 home per landing. Completely furnished; washers, dryers,
curtains, couches, beds, desks. EVERYTHINGI Each bedroom has Its
own exterior sun deck. FULLY leased for the present years. The
property can be bought In whole or part.

4 Buildings
2 Buildings
i Building

12 homes
6 homes
3 homes

Avg
Monthly
Rent
$750.00
$750.00
$750.00

FOR BROCHURES
CALL ANDREW BONINTI
CALEB STOWE ASSOCIATES. LTD.
804-295-6161
1100 Dryden Lane
Charlottesvllle. VA 22901

Top teachers
honored here
A Rockingham County special
education teacher and a member of the
Page County School Board received
Educator of the Year awards here
Tuesday.
William Vaughan Jr., who teaches at
Pleasant Valley Elementary School, has
been recognized as Teacher of the Year
for his efforts and achievements
benefiting handicapped persons in the
classroom and in the community.
Selected as Layman Educator of the
Year was Emmett Good of Stanley,
whose public support of education and
exceptional leadership as a board
member have contributed to many of

$1,020,000
$515000
$260000

JMU planetarium
plans final shows
The final showing of James Madison
University's fall planetarium programs,
"Autumn Skies" and "Voyager 2 at
Uranus," will be presented tonight.
The programs are scheduled for 7 and
8 p.m. at Wells Planetarium in JMU's
Miller Hall.
"The Christmas Star" will be
presented at the planetarium on
Thursdays from Nov. 27-Dec. 11,
including Thanksgiving evening.

Dean
> (Continued from page 1)

FTIce

the school system's accomplishments
during recent years.
The awards, sponsored annually by
Greater Madison, Inc., were presented at
a banquet in Chandler Hall.

State as a graduate assistant. He earned
his bachelor's degree from Illinois State
University.
Warren said he was not surprised by
McConkey's decision to step drfwn
from the dean's post. "I thought that he
had, over time, given an inkling to me
that he liked a variety of things, and
over the years that [job] hasn't had
much variety," he said.
Dr. Robert Shapiro, acting vice
president for academic affairs, will direct

the search committee for a new dean.
The College of Fine Arts and^
Communication has about 1,200
students enrolled in major programs.
About 3,000 students annually take
general studies courses in the college.
More than 90 full-time and 35
part-time faculty serve the college.
Dr. George Wead, who became head
of the communication department this
summer, said, "It's typical for him
[McConkey] to downplay his
contributions to the college."

.'-. -*.

\
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CSI
CAR STEREO

SUPER COLORS
hot pink

TRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

Ciro's Pizza

SPECIAL

INSTALLATION
We install any auto
electronics plus do
auto electrical
trouble shooting and
repair.
OPEN MON-SAT
10-6"
Also by appointment
1360 N. Main SL
Harrlsonburg
434-4297

orange
juice

preppy green

kinkcs
iei« tumth Mai« Si

Harrl>o«barf. Va 22*01
433*2*7

Buy a 16" pizza
2 toppings plus cheese
(with this
coupon only)

ONLY $629
The Original Italian Pizza
778 E. Market Street

434-5375
.

Mr Shoes Has Footwear for the Season
Enjoy Great Savings on Famous Brands

Ladies Shoes S 15.00 or less
Boots 1/2 once

ROSE SPECIAL
*l5?doien *4%dom
CASH $ c**<y

9-West Calico Nickles Zodiac Bellini Bare Traps
L.A. Gear Main Woods Hang Ten

gfroeg for Qxm- $3QQQ or legs
Gift Certificates Available
Hours:
Mon-Tues 11:00-5:00
Wed-Frl
11:00-6:00
Set.
10:00-5:00
14 E. Water St. Harrlsonburg VA 434-4466

Do you want a
computer?

Do you want a
FREE computer?
Then come and register for the
ANDERSON BROTHERS
&

DYNABYTE

Computer Giveaway
At 1820 South Mam Street this computer wil be given
away, December 3,1986, to some
lucky JMU faculty member
or student
Register today
contest available to
JMU faculty/staff
or students only.

FJU-.SM^ <t SUN/

COffcAfiES. BOUTONNIERES.
FRESH PL0W£RS * PLANTS
BALLOONS

GAZEBO ^

Vee'is ^iace
Chinese and Bar-B-Que Carry-Out

(and surrounding area)
&ELlVBR*y
$5.00 MINIMUM 0<K$. 50 CHXRffE

434-3003
434AG53
- MJisTEHLowap CHECK* $25CHXRffE
VISA

m**- ■

CHOICE.
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POLICEFILE
.»

5UP£R

FRCJH

iFOOD MARKETS!
Items offered tor sate are not avatabte to other retaters Of wholesalers Quantity rights reserved
Prices effective Sun , Nov. 16, thru Set. Nov. 22, 1986 to Cheriottesvilte and Harnsonburg
Stores

GMU student
charged
for weapon
\j

BEG

MICHELOB BEER

6

12oz.
Ms.

TAB»SPRrTE»CHERRY»REGULAR OR DIET
2k
Ml.
QUAKER OATS

99*

Wfc;
NEW!
Wtpanwr

Stn-

79*

2.66
89*

cmm

Klmtfc-

A George Mason University student
was arrested and charged with carrying a
concealed lethal weapon about 3:30
a.m. Saturday at the Greek gate,
campus police said.
John Buddcndcck, 18, of Falls Church
was found to be carrying a switch blade
when he was stopped by campus police
for being drunk in public, police said.
Campus police are holding the
weapon as evidence, police said.
Campus police reported the following
incidents:
Possession of Marijuana

WAX

C>J QUICK -S
*Z1"
OLD
FASHIONED

police reporter

POTATO CHIPS

REGULAR OR LIGHT

Providing false
an officer

Information

to

By Alix Dapolito

WISE

SUPER MOIST
CAKE MIX

Bluestone Drive, police said.
•University of Virginia student John D.
Yeager, 21, of Williamsburg was
arrested and charged with driving under
thAvjnfluence about 4:30 a.m. Saturday
on Bluestone Drive, police said.

•Non-student Philip D. Arnold, 31, of
Harrisonburg was arrested and charged
with possession of marijuana about
8:15 p.m. Saturday on the soccer field,
police said.
Arnold also was charged with being
drunk in public.

85

Driving under the
alcohol

influence of

• Student Bartley R. Talbert, 25, of
Clinton, Md. was arrested and charged
with driving under the influence about 3
a.m. on Newman Drive, police said.
Bartley also was charged with refusal
to take a field sobriety test.
• Non-student Walter Weaver III, age
and address unavailable, was arrested
and charged with driving under the
influence about 2 a.m. Saturday on

Four students have been charged
judicially with providing false
information to police officers this
month, campus police said.
A judicial charge is made when
university policy is violated. It is
reviewed by university officials. Police
do not release the names of students
charged judicially.
•A student was charged judicially with
providing false information to an officer
when he gave a false name about 1:30
a.m. Saturday on Bluestone Drive,
police said.
•A student was charged judicially with
providing false information to an officer
about 1:40 a.m. Saturday at Newman
and Bluestone drives, police said.
•A student was charged judicially with
providingjfa)se information to an officer.
chedgalfehicles in the V-lot about
jp:|^PJ Rlov. 12, police said.
•A student was charged judicially with
providing false information to an officer
about 1:50 a.m. Friday in Chandler Hall,
police said.
The student also was charged
judicially with non-compliance with an
official request, underage consumption
of alcohol and trespassing, and was
criminally charged with drunk in public.
Destruction
property

of

personal

Five vehicles parked in G- and X-lots
were reported vandalized between late
Saturday night and Sunday morning,
police said.
The tires on the vehicles were
punctured by a sharp object, causing
an estimated $818 in total damages,
police said.

SGA
>• (Continued from page 3)

SIMHA M€SH COUfON

SUfKW MttH COW*OH

Citrus Hill
Orange
Juice

Grade A
Large
Eggs
^^^^^^TT <* * V' 00 AOC1ITONA1 nmCHA.si 1H1

f»

3 ADOrTlUNAL MJHCHAS* tWTf ONF
COUPONPtRCUSlOMSH OftWtNCfcSAl NOVEMBER 22 1986
■

■>.,.,

HJ** MOW COUPON

VWTHFHB COUPON 115 00 ADOmOWAl PURCMASt IM1(M
COUPON PfB CUSTOMER OFFER ENDS SAT NQVtMBf R .■? '**

Honey Jo BEAR
"r*m»y Jo" ■ 20-nclws M w«h
•ufty tan lui aod ■ fed bow to The
*»** TadDV • "nd» o* tw IT*
mi* -t*n*> Jo'• «* and t*i
so curjoty n • *u» *2S veJue joo1

$1(JW

would be fair to allocate a scholarship
for the parliamentarian, since members
of the executive council and the
chairman pro-temporc each receive one.
Treasurer Greg Usiskin said if the
scholarship money is taken from the
reserve account, the process must first
be approved by the finance committee,
the senate, the executive council and the
SGA special advisory committee.
"The reserve account is for any
unforeseen expense, i.e., an outstanding
phone bill from last year or some type
of capital expediturc," Usiskin said.
The proposal was tabled until the
next meeting.
The following bills were proposed
and referred to the appropriate standing
committees.
•Converse senator Nanci Campbell

proposed the SGA go on record in
support of Bread for the World's Oxfam
Fast Day, which is being sponsored
here by Catholic Campus Ministry.
•Commuter senator John Martin
proposed the SGA go on record in
support of President Reagan's anti-drug
bill, in an effort to stop drug use at
JMU.
• Martin also proposed the SGA
oppose smoking in public buildings
and areas on campus, and provide
designated smoking areas in some
campus buildings.
The senate passed a similar bill on
smoking last year. This year's bill is to
reaffirm the SGA's view on smoking,
Martin said.
• Greek senator Bob Houston
proposed allocating S223.75 from the
contingency account to the International
Business Club.

f
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FOR RENT
Female Roommate Needed - By Dec 1
$i65/mo., included heat, cable, water. Park
Apts. Call Tanya, 433-3628 evenings,
434-9981 days.
Room In House - Available in January. 10
minute walk to campus, W/D, in-ground
pool. $150/mo., plus utilities. Non-smoking
female only. 433-8621.
Madison Manor Apartment - Spring
semester, 2 openings, own room, furnished.
$i20/mo., plus electricity. Call 433-1601.
University Towers • 1 block rrom campus, 2
BR apartment, share with another female
starting January. $l75/mo., utilities
included. 433-2857.
Rooms For Rent at Hunters Ridge - W/D.
microwave, DW, fully furnished. Call Gina
for more information 3-6, Monday-Friday,
434-5150.
Female Needed to Sublet 1 BR in Forest
Hills townhouse for spring Furnished, W/D,
close to campus. For info, call Jennifer,
433-6379, or Dave, 434-1040.
Office Space - Up to 450 square feet
available ($5/square foot). Third floor at
268 Newman Ave., Harrisonburg. Call
433-2121.
Madison Square Apartment - Single or
share, easy walk to campus, fully furnished.
W D, disposal, DW, refrigerator, stove completely modern unit. Available
immediately. See Mrs. Kathy Sears at the
First American campus bank or call
433-2741 days. 885-1998 evenings.
Almost On Campus - 1 8R apartments on
Dutchmill Court (behind Hardees) Water,
trash pick up. lawn mowing 4 appliances
provided Carpeted. Almost new No pets
Lease'deposit $245 434-2100.
1 Non-Smoking Female Needed to share 2
BR townhouse from January to May Less
than 1 mile from campus $l65'mo., plus
utilities.W/D, DW, own BR, lumished Call
Melissa or Mary, 433-9952.
Sublet January-May - 2 BRs in nicely
furnished 3 BR townhouse. $150/mo.. plus
utilities. Call Lynne, 434-0889.
Need A Room For December? Large,
^ private bedroom available now through
January in furnished apartment only $130.
Call 434-0041.
Female Wanted to Sublet Room starting
January $l20/mo., plus utilities, includes
W/D. Call Eileen at 433-2108.
Female Needed to Sublet -1 BR, single or
shared in brand new campus condo for
spring $145-165/mo. Full kitchen with
microwave, 5-10 minute walk to campus.
Contact Susan, 433-6879 or 434-0941.
1

___^_

Large, Single Room for lease in January at
$l08/mo. Female or male. Quiet living

2 single rooms - University Place. Share
with two non-smoking females Call Tammi
or Cathy at 433-3302. Available starting
spring semester.
Female Needed - Room to share in new
furnished apartment complex. 1/4 mile
from campus, available spring "87
$l45/mo., plus utilities. Call 434-4859.
Abnost On Campus • Room in apt/house on
Grattan St., from January to May.
$135/mo.. no utilities. Call 434-7671.
Madison Manor - 2 person room in
completely furnished, 3 BR apartment.
Rent negotiable. Call Dave, 433-5928.
Female Needed to share room at Madison
Manor for spring semester. Fully furnished,
cable, fireplace, air conditioned. Call
433-0764 for more information.
Own Room in furnished townhouse, 1 mile
from campus. W/D, microwave, DW.
$l20/mo.. plus utilities. Call Cindy at
434-0965.

HELP

WANTED

Salads Plus.Steakhouse - Now accepting
applications for employment. Office hours
are Monday-Friday, 10 am - 4 pm. No dining
contract required.
Waitresses Needed - Available for lunch,
evenings 4 weekends. Apply in person, Jess'
Lunch, Court Square.
December Grads Career Opportunity Stock broker trainee opportunity in VA
Beach for hard-working, enthusiastic
individual. Send resume to 2614 Totem
Trail. VA Beach, VA 23454.

LOST & FOUND
Lost - Thin bracelet. 1/2 red with
engraving & 1/2 painted black with an
overlay of flowers. Please call x4450.

FOR

SALE

170 skis and bindings - for sale Buy now
before class starts! $100 for skis, $60 for
6 1/2 women's boots. Call Tammi at
433-3302
1974 Pontlac Lemans - Good engine,
75,000 miles. Some body damage. $200,
flexible. Joe, 433-3444, leave message.
The Blank Tape Sale Continues! TDK SA
90 - 2 for $3.89! Maxell XLII 90 - 10 for
$19.99! TOWN 4 CAMPUS RECORDS, 70
W. Water St., Harrisonburg.
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44 from
the U.S. government? Get the facts today1
Call 1-312-742-1142, Ext. 5090.
Female Housing Contract for sale! Call
Martha. x4746.
Firewood • Seasoned oak firewood. Any
amount, pick up/delivery Call 433-5032
Pontiac 2000 - Excellent condition, AM7FM
"-tereo^utomstic PS pB AC. 433-6054

1973 Volvo 144 - Fuel injection model, runs
great, recent inspection, AM'FM cassette,
a very dependable car for a very good
price. Can be seen at 841 Chicago Ave.,
Harrisonburg. Call 434-1657 days,
434-5639 evenings

Shenandoah Valley Bed & Breakfast
Reservations - Representing 13 exceptional
residences 4 small inns. 703-896-9702

Want To Move On Campus or knew someone
transferring here who does? Buy my female
housing contract! Call Cory (433-2959) or
Angie (x7261).

Women - Tired of shaving? Try waxing
Electrolysis also available. 433-6270

1984 Dodge 600 Convertible - Absolutely
beautiful. $6450. 885-1998 evenings.
Room Size Rug - 9'X12', blue, excellent
shape, very clean, perfect for dorm. Call
Trevor, 433-3947.
SERVICES
Blue Ridge Dive & Craft Shop - Scuba 4
snorkeling, sales, rentals, instruction,
repairs, air fills. Only hours 7:30 - 9 pm,
Fridays. 896 N. Liberty St., 433-6153.
Christmas Stockings - A perfect gift for
anyone! Hand-knitted. Optional initial on the
heel. Come in any combination of red, white
4 green. Only $12. For more information
call Libby, 433-5635 or write P.O. Box
1934.
Learn to Scuba Dive - Call Kathy's Scuba,
433-3337.
Research Papers - 15,278 available!
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll Free
Hot Line : 800-351-0222, Ext 33
VISA/MC or COD
Easy Tan Now Open - Tan 4 relax with our
latest Sontegra suntanning system. 5 beds
32 Miller Circle, behind RJ's Deli.
434-0808. Call for appointment, MondayFriday, 8-9, Saturday, 8-4.
Stadium Cups - Custom designed 4
pnnted for 85c each (minimum 100) Great
for fundraisers Call Greg at 433-5113 or
write for order form, P.O. 5144
Professional Typing & Word Processing Overnight service 4 Competitive rates Call
Kevin at 433-3147 after 5
Steele's Barber
formally from NY,
men 4 boys. 4
Saturdays, 8-3.
parking deck.

Shop Announces Lou
specializing m styling for
barbers. Open 8-5 30
434-4252. Water St'

Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy test. Birthright. 434-0003

Resumes - Professionally prepared
Interview on campus. Typing, editing. Free
pick up 4 delivery. Days, evenings,
Saturdays. Thomas Eastland Company.
433-3495.
Protesslonal Typing - Call Kathy at
433-8015, 4-9 pm.
Typing - Experienced, professional quality.
Call Donna Bodkin, 879-9294.
Typist - Overnight or same day. Delivered
4 picked up on campus. $1.25/double
spaced. $i.75/single spaced. Call Carol.
x6284 or 433-9289.

WANTED
Adoption - We're a happily married couple
(physician/psychologist) who deeply wish
to adopt a newborn. We'd be sensitive to a
child's needs 4 can provide a warm loving
home where a child will flourish. Please think
of us during this difficult time! Expenses
paid. Legal. Confidential. Call Ellie collect
(212) 724-7942.

PERSONALS
Tracy Gregory & Susan Truslow -1 couldn't
have made it without you! You guys are the
best! Love, YLS.
-^" .
AIT - Williamsburg won't be the same
after Ypllow Rose! Get psyched! Let's not
get Malia arrested!
Chris Counce - Happy (late) birthday from
Alpha Sigria Chi, ALX.
To Phil K. From Jersey - Hi. Blue Eyes From
Algebra
Mike Hawk - Keep smiling. Love ya, Your Big
Sis.
College Bowl Sign-Ups Today in the
Warren Campus Center!
Stoner From Shorts - Thanks for helping
an invalid home Saturday night. I couldn't
have done it without you! Kathy

The Widow Kip's Victorian~Bed~&
Breakfast in ML Jackson. 21 miles from
JMU. 6 antique bedrooms with fireplaces
pool caverns, hiking. Come frazzled - leave
whole $45 double. 703-477-2400

ZTA
Pledges - Great job at
Shot-a-Minute. You guys are the best! Have^
fun! Your Sisters.

Horizon Sure Tan is a professional tanninq

Jenni - You look like the lovin' feeling is
back! You're a friend forever. Love, The
Kid.

salon with the best systems available 4 6
r3a4-Sl8l2SerVlCe' 11°6 ReSe,Voir 8t'
Typing Service - $l/page 433 8713.

-' -5 parje Mrs Price 8799935.

Don't Miss Chuck Taylor & the AUstars
Tonight 4 tomorrow night at the Mystic
Den
Accept The Challenge - Sign up for College
Bowl 1

-0
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#30 • You're awesome! Knock them oft
their feet for me! Love ya, Kimmie.

Alpha Sigma Chi Gets OH! Let's win
Anchorsplash. Be at JM's tonight or else!

Cindy B - Long talks, White Russians, Helen
Reddy (ha-ha), you've lost..., abused
stuffed animals...I miss you! Love ya,
Catbird.

Dave Burkhart - 2 days left En Pledge.
Love, Your Big Sis.

Fool For Love

Dave Calvelli - Keep up the good work!
You're an awesome Little Brother. Love,
Your EN Big Sis.

• You're awesome! We can't begin to
tell you how much fun we had partying with
you all this weekend! Football 4 the 3/4
formal were a blast! Let's do it again
sometime! Love, EN.

Eric Blocher - Your Big Sis supports you all
the way. Only 2 more days! Keep the chin up.
For Contidential Information about eating
disorders, please call the ZTA Hotline,
x7486, Monday-Wednesday, 8-12 pm.
Red Hot Chili Peppers, New Order,
Pretenders, Pontiac Brothers, OMD!
TOWN & CAMPUS RECORDS, 70 W.
Water St., Harrisonburg.
So - You can't go see Chuck Taylor tonight
at the Mystic Den? Don't worry, hell be
there tomorrow night too.
Everyone's Going to Anchor splash Bash this
Saturday night...aren't you?
Saturday Night - Boffo at Calhoun's.
Fraternities & Sororities - Earn
Anchorsplash points by having lots of
representatives at JM's Anchorsplash
Sponsor Night this Thursday!

Greg • You were awesome Saturday night!
Thanks again! Love, Morticia

Visions - Tomorrow night at Calhoun's.
Fun! Fun! Fun! Come have a ball at auditions
for The Life of the Insects, Nov. 24 & 25,
Anthony-Seeger, 6A, 7-9 pm.

Gary Davis - Hang tough buddy, you're
almost there! Thinkin' about ya, Your Big
Sister.

Come to The Fall Ball! Melrose Caverns,
Sat., Nov. 22, 8:30 pm - 1 am, $8/couple
For tickets call Logan, x6244.

Hey - Eagle second floor daiquiri wing! You
party turkeys! Let's have bagels 4
cheesecake every night! Master L

Julie - Thanks for the dance lessons Friday.
Love, L 4 L

Free Entertainment on Sun at Anchorsplash
games, 3-5 pm at Godwin pool. Cheer on
your favorite fraternity!

Hey Keri - Newspaper tag. You're it! Guess
who?

Stella - Are we having fun or what? I'm
really glad things are looking up for you.
Thanks for being a great friend! Yolanda

Mountain Crest $2.59, case $9.49, Coke 2
liter $1.09. Midway Market
Danny Clarke - Hang in there. Time's almost
up! Love. Big Sis.
From Us - Jorin meet Dave. Dave meet
Jorin. You are both cordially invited to
share soft candlelight, wine 4 our company
Saturday evening. Leah 4 Melissa

Wet Noodle - Your massages are great!
Hope you used your talents over the
weekend! Did you remember your
yardstick? No Teenie-Weenies, right!? We
loveya, J&J

Do You Think Your Friend has an eating
disorder? Please call x7486, MondayWednesday, 8-12 pm.

Alternative Dance Ntght
Colege Music
At Players
Friday, Nov. 21

,

Don't Want To Go To Bed Alone? Call the
Kappa Sigma Pledge tuck-in service. $2.
Call x5102 or x4794.

Spartan Baseball Player - What's your
name? BasebaJ Fan

WJMR

Tomorrow Is John Payne's Birthday!

Kevin Schultze - Happy birthday! From An
Admiring Virginia Girl.

Madison Marketing Association - Tonight,
meeting & speaker, 6:30, HA A205.

Scott Engle - We think you are super! Love,
ASA.

Wampler Theatre

SG4L will be at the Mystic Den on Wed.,
Dec. 10.

Kegs, Kegs, Kegs, Kegs, Kegs, Tubs - At
MkJway, where else?
y\

Chuck Taylor performs their new hits "I'm
In Love", "Cant Keep Runnin' Away" 4 many
more Thursday 4 Friday night!

Alpha Beta -1 might not say it enough, but I
think you're doing a fantastic job. Keep up
all the excitement & great work! P. D. 4 the
Brothers of Ain.

Nov. 18-23

Wear Chuck Taylors to the Den Friday get in free!

AIT

Chuck Taylor) Allstars! Mystic Den!
Thursday & Friday! Great Specials!

Busch 12 Pack $3.99, Stroh Light 6 pack
$1.69, Fire 4 Water $3.99. While supplies
last - Midway Market

Sam Shepard

AXA - Friday night was great! Let's do it
again soon! We love ya, The Women of AXft.
Steve • AXA was great! I won't forget the
fun we had. Let's do it again sometime!
Kathy
Delta Gamma, Ar - Print more kiss cards
because we're playing to win! Love, Alpha
Sigma Chi, AEX.
Busch 12 Pack $3.98, Stroh Light 6 pack
$1.69, Fire 4 Water's $3.». While supply
lasts - Midway Market.
Do You Like R 4 B? Then don't miss the
Stains - tomorrow night at Calhoun's.
A - Congrats on the interviews! I'm proud
of you! B

Budweiser (12) $5.39, Coors bottles
$2.59, Coke at Midway Market.
Bobby Driver With Rick Richardson tonight
at Calhoun's.

Don't Miss TR3 - Tonight at Calhoun's.
SGA Recycling Pick Up on Saturday Contact your Senator. Prizes awarded.
$$$
Missy - I'll miss you this weekend. Who am I
going to pay to kiss boys? It won't be the
same without you. Love, Nanna.
The Allstars at the Mystic Den I Exciting
album preview!
Busch 12 Pack $3.99, Stroh Light 6 Pack
$1.69. Fire 4 Water's $3.99. While supply
lasts. Midway Market
Tuna - Oh Kod! Happy birthday! Don't be
afraid. Ha Ha. Love, Pita
Get Oft Christine! It's your birthday!
Christine - Happy birthday from the
Lingerie DepL Kidding!
Dear Mr. Scott Harrison -1 be thanking you
for everything. You're a sweetheart. What
a bargain for me! Good luck in "Betrayal"
this week. You'll be terrific! Take care of
yourself. Love, A Member of the One 4 Only
Charlie Brown Club.
M.MA - M.M.A. - M.M.A. - Meeting 4
speaker tonight! 630, HA A205.
Bobby T. - You're almost there! Good luck!
Your Big Sister.
Brazil - Showing at midnight Friday in
Grarton Stovall. Be there!
2 Rooms in House O" Fun - $90 each, call
434-0513.
Amy Stinnett - You're the best MW. We
love you. ZTA

The Mystic Den presents Chuck Taylor
Thursday 4 Friday! Woooo!

Mistresses of Massage • We're out of Ben
Gay; the only thing that can save us now is
your hot, soothing dngerips. Can you help
us? Sirs of Soreness

Kelly* - Thanks for putting up with all the
late night typing. Hopefully things will calm
down soon. Love, Nanci.

Don't Want To go To Bed Atone? Call the
Kappa Sigma Pledge tuck-in service. $2.
Call x5102 or x4794.

Mllwaukees Best Light 6 Pack $1.59,
Goebel 12 Pack $2.99, Coke 2 liter $1.09.
Midway Market

The Most Wanted Men In the Country for
auction in Eagle basement Monday the 24th
at 8. No hassles policy, we go home with you
after the auction. The Kappa Sigma Pledge
Class

Wendy M. - What can we say? We are so
incredibly happy for you, a little depressed
but so very happy. Can we help you plan?
Happy, happy birthday! Love always, Your
Pooh Bear Pals.

Alice - A personal for you 4 Bundy! The
Kid

Happy Birthday jou cresy guri! Love, Cresy
Chic.

JMU Triathoton Rescheduled tor Nov. 22,
1986 at 11:30 am.

Does The Library Baffle You? Do you need
a map to find the Quad? Are you a
freshman? Don't worry! Come meet other
interesting, involved freshmen. Class of '90
meeting, Thursday, 8, WCC Room C.
Michelle - Congratulations on your initiation.
I'm so proud of you! Love, Your Big Sis.
Willy Whelan - Hey, you're almost there! Get
off Friday night 4 make me proud. Love,
Your Big Sis.
Scott Wadded - Happy 19th a day early!
Sorry I cant be here tomorrow - will you
take a raincheck? Love, Ariene.
Big Guy 4 Me - At least see Chuck Taylor
Friday!
Come One, Come All - Lots of fun at
auditions for The Life of The Insects,
November 24 4 25, Anthony-Seeger, 6A,
7-9 pm.
Anchorsplash Weekend - Bash with SG4L
Saturday 4 Sunday.
MJS - Donl forget the Mr. Bubble! Yellow
Rose wouldn't be the same without it! Your
hard work will pay off!
Nate 4 Nate - You guys are great! Love,
Deb (Barney).
Should Be Miss VTrgWi -1 sincerely meant
every word of it You really are fabulous.
Your Biggest Fan.
I Want You.. Jo be my Big Brother. x7616.
John 4 Dan - Can I have a drawer? Your
Third Little Roommate.
Catch Keith, Lance, Horace, Cratg 4 Sam at
the Mystic Den Thursday 4 Friday! Chuck ■
Taylor! Ladies free tonite! Anyone wearing
Chuck Taylors free Friday! Album sneak
preview! Donl miss!
D. Smoker -1 love you! The last 9 months
have been the best. I know my wish wil come
true!
»
E<X>E 4 Ar - We came, we saw, we had a
blast! Thanks for Saturday night! Love,
AXfi.
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came Spot then be Puppy Chowtew tor.
x* >ease at -ose oanorq' We love ya!

AIT Birthdays - Dam Mary D
-essca Getofgrts'

Lea.

AIT - Have fun at Formal ft p*y
W—iUag Most defnfey
Lisa Baiatbat - <ou Od a great po •♦ tie
-ymai axe ZTA
Chip Jackson - if s almost over Keep up the
pot work 4 get psyched lor He! light
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Rock tellystic Den

ex Pledges Good took mt> Hef Week!
Love. Pete (Paly).
John Eakln - You're an noedtote Litte
Brother Get psyched tor Friday! Love
Your Og Se.

Steve Fluharty - Have fun on Saturday
Your Big Sis

Tonight t Tomorrow
Madonna - -appy brtiday' Cart wait b
ye fx. txse V esses RHSQ

Kelly Sallee - 2 more days ft you"! know me1
YHS

John Barry s a sei jeeGet Splashed we SG4L Saturday r»ght in
•JdOwr- DG Ancncrspasn

Keith Turner - Glad you're back! Where are
you' The Scoper
To The Brothers of nKd» - Wateh out for
tomorrow night! Have a blast! Love, Phi

Eagle Eighth Roor D-Wieg Be* jane
Jen Akce Kim A«sancra ft Nancy «oc
'OL-e reoesc The Kid

Passed Out in -Keres b secrecy' How

Laurie - Get psyched for Anchorsplash'
From Your Secret Hannah.

Srnegma Lips • M« wouto 100 wtfout ya?
"€e^S€

Richard - Good kick surviving thru the res!
of this week Saly sends a smie!

Andy Arnold - You sure are a cutie! A
- ---■ "■; ••in-

Mike Rozum - 'Just 5 minutes.* Lov
Fan Club.

TNJa 'ft Us - ^otessonai consultations
- -^="5recpationweKomei

Sieve - Sorry about chuggin' KXJ 5 tickle
jobs Pumpkinhead

'•:-as K.
- :-e sz-esskqpfi Sony'
- - * got a hend' Do P The wav i*
v
?m- --^Free-sMnostn^K

K.C., LC. -1 don't mind you keeping me, but
no more barrettes on the ears or messing
with my bow tie. Teddy

^^•'--»**»gaP! Smie txtre camera

Moosehead Wooden Boxes $10.99, Fire S
Water glasses $3 99 Excellent gifts
Midway Market

Kyte What a great A M' Love YOUTAXA
= : S :•;The Most Wanted Hen m me Cogrrlry tor
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n» ei

^5 Stopmakngsense

D.T. ft The Shakes - Saturday nont at
W/sacDen
*
Budweiser 12 Pack $5.39 Coor boftes
$2 59 Coke bottes $2.09. Mdway Market
Aud9toni>ForTheL*ortrekBectsNov
24 ft 25, Antwny Seeger, 6A. 7-9 pm
An Awesome Litle Brother Rich! Best of
luck at me tnathoton ft C-Nighrj Wet\ I
could be Ihere. Trida

Get Psyched For The SGA Recycfng Pick
Up on Saturday Prizes awarded so contact
your Senator ft start coflectng'

:
\
HatteB!(^yvatsonycuriewTMby*'Love \
you, Tricia

Pledges - Okay, what are you crazy
cheks up to? The Sisters

Come To The Fal Bad! Uetose Caverns.
Sat, Nov 22. 8J0 pm -1 am, Sa/coupte
For tickets cat Logan. x6244

AIA

X-C Guys - You were all fa
/day1 Now Fnday! The Girls

Phis - Great party! Today's the big day1
Love. Your Sisters.

Colegellusc

I«E ft AXQ - Thanks tor te great 3<4
format! Wei have to do it agart some feme
Data Gamma

Hey Dingledine C304 Girls -GetpS)
for an awesome Friday night1 It's gr-a :-;
Cant wait to party with ya Gi
LuvC301.

Atlenfion Graduate Students - Graduate
*" ^socatjor Copimaee meeting on
'«v 24«6pminjaoeoniB

WJVR

in Pledges - Hang in fere a «eep those
seanes sovmno* Hei Week's almost over
You guys are great* Love Patty

Nance • Happy birthday to us1 Le: 1
this weekend1 Sjsan

Eafng Disoroen Reterral Service - ZH.
*7<36 Mcr02y ^ecresoay S-I2pm

Rock-N-Rol With the Aistars _ade< *&

Alright Jtlu Frats - We've parted w*
in AXA. tt I<DE - who's neirf? The

and his Band

Aton Letters- •:<.--a t» _=
?gs
Sfcaem, Coty, Jay, Scott '-« SJ- dcr *
i-re sc «e ararm -nore mne Our racr got
otorry ft we aere al r a ttr-. B« «e -ar
oa of iucfc * needed a tork So ■** 1 of
of slept a lew of usaept But party agar
•e «ri just not on top o/ a if j>c --«
tttj

JMU Triathoton Rescheduled tor Nov 22
1986 all i:30am
Janet - You're a great R.A. i fnend
-s for listening You know where tc
^xne to talk too. Smie, it's almost Friday A
Friend

.: -

Amy
v- re ran tracks, jrav--: eacf
-one 4 >va>- m -axe s -ere be
4am t was a -J**\ Leu «-. ~cc

Sisters - .
•

-Yatfregr

E-: -:

Country - Great fit -

TOAJIIITM«^,.0^2

S.'SSitH,w,«*"-«v-

Narcoleptic Lenny - 2 rile at Maxim's: Lee
Zehmer.too!

"our

Heather - Have a great weekend. Don't
shop too hard. Ill be back Saturday night.
Here's looking forward to an interesting9!
evening I love you ft miss you, Craig
riK<i> Pledges - We're psyched to play
football with you guys. ZTA Pledges.
Betrayal Cast ft Crew - You're all
wonderful ft "bless you forever!' Tonight's
the big night. I would say "break a leg' but
trust me. crutches are a pain. I've realty
!oved working with all o« you. Good kick!
Laura

your finer oualtes 4 rwJden SStCw.

En Pledges - Hang in there! Hell is almost
over. We tove you! The IT Little Sister
Pledges.

"»«^ ******** a<*.$t£

m Rtehlel 1 hate busy weeks! Maybe fl see
you bright Love, Micheto.

'
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Body Beautiful - You timeless wonder! Last
weekend was a dream...or should I say last
week"? Too bad we woke up! I'm still
smiling. Love, Fran.

Hey Abby - Get psyched for the weekend!
Remember, men in uniforms, nonexistent,
peach wine coolers, cruising Harrisonburg in
a GT, the floor or the car, Babe!. Amy

The Welcome Mat is Always Out at heaven,
so stop by anytime, Valentine. I can't wait
until this weekend! Angel

Hey Cutie! Happy 1 year! Did you know I'm
the luckiest girl in the world? I'll love you
forever. Your Honey.

Mountain Crest (Canadian) $2.59, case
$9.49, Coke $7.99. Midway Market

Freshmen! Freshmen! Freshmen! Yes, this
means you! Come to the class meeting
Thursday night, 8, Campus Center Room C!

2 Nite - PC Ballroom, 9 sharp, Narcoleptic
Lenny, Lee Zehmer.
Match Wits With the Champions - Sign up
for College Bowl.
Girls Cross Country - It's been a great
season! Don't forget about this Friday (3)
- get psyched! Love, BBT/Pippy.
Steve Negri - I'll buy the Heineken if you
take me to the Knobb. Love, Karen's
Mentally Stable Roomie.
To The 5 Guys who entertained us in D-Hall
Sunday night - Dinner will never be the
same. Let's do it again. Sunday at 6? Nance
& Val, x4170.
Daren Setlow - Someone's wafching you...&
it's not Big Brother.
Tlgger • Have a bouncy day! Good luck with
DGIPooh
Shades - Nice game! I'm really proud of you.
We miss late night study sessions. One
more before you go? Love, Mel.

My Hairy Italian Roommate - Not bad for
our 1st weekend here in a month. A Stinky
Slav
,
Georgia ■ Congratulations on becoming a
ILL Sister! Your" Bigsis* Jann. Swamp • 1 day at a time! Love ya. Your
Freshman.
Lambda Chi Slave Auction 9:00, Eagle
Basement tonight.
Beware of the Nerdmobile!
Debby Lynn - Thanks for all your hard work.
Anchor Splash will be great! Looking
forward to dinner with SG&L
Julie • I have another chapter of "My
Trouble with Men."
Maria Noble - You are an awesome secret
sis.
IABC car raffle. $1 per chance. See
members for your tickets.

Cath - "Just say no" to the freeze method.
I called your dad, and he said he's sending
$5 a month so Tammi and I won't freeze.

IABC members - remember: $50 for the
most tickets sold and $25 for the selling
the winning one.

Winnie the Tool - Scudda Chudda? Make
sure you reply to the right extension.
Ho-Biscut.

Happy Birthday Kim Payne!
Hey Ves - Keep scoping Pony Shorts Man!

Write your ad in this space:

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Announcements appear In
The Breeze as a public
service to the community,
and are published on a space
available basis. All events
and meetings are free to the
public.
Organizations that want to
place an announcement In
the paper should mail It to
The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger
Hall,
Campus
Mail.
The
deadline is Friday noon for
Monday's issue and Tuesday
noon for Thursday's issue.

EVENTS
Resume/Cover Letter Review from 9-11:30
a.m. every Thursday. Please have resumes
in typed format prior to review.WCC Room
A.
Stop by CP&P and review the current
part-time job listings available. These are j
not on-campus jobs. Sorry, no telephone
inquiries, please.
The JMU Department of Music will present
a Faculty Recital featuring John Gunnar
Mossblad on saxophone. He wil be assisted
by Vicki Berneking on piano and James L.
Hamey on saxophone. This free event will
take place on Tuesday, Dec. 2, at 8 p.m. in
Wilson Hall Auditorium.
There will be a Recreational Dance Evening
on tonight from 7-9 in Godwin 356.

National Direct Student Loans and PELL
and CSAP refund checks are available at
the cashier's window, 102 Wilson Hall, 8:30
a.m. to noon, and 1 to 3:30 p.m., Monday thnj
Friday. Each recipient must sign the
Promissory Note to receive the National
Direct Student Loan check. Unsigned notes
will cause cancellation of the aid.
The University Writing Lab offers
individualized help to students working on
papers, reports, essay exams, letters of
application, grammar, or preparing for the
reading and writing components of the
GRE, LSAT, NTE, or GMAT. For further
information, call Mrs. Hoskins at X6967 or
stop by Keezell 419 to set up an
appointment.

MEETINGS
The Navigators will meet Friday night at 7
in WCC Room C. Howard Hendricks will
speak about "Daniel- a man of competence."
The Graduate Student Association
Committee will meet Monday night at 6 in
Jackson 1B. .
The Outing Club holds meetings every
Wednesday night at 6 in Harrison Annex
room 204.
Campus Crusade for Chirst meets every
Wednesday night at 7:45 in Wilson 309.
For more information call Todd at
433-1460.
The Chrysalis Art staff and anyone
interested will meet tonight at 8 at
Nicholas House.

GENERAL
For Information about Eating Disorders
please call the ZTA Hotline, x7486, Monday
through Wednesday, 8-12 p.m.

The Madison Marketing Association will hold
a general business meeting tonight at 6:30
in Harrison A205. Guest speaker is Mike
Scoffone. Dress professionally.

Clip this form and put it in an envelope
with $1 for 1-10 words. $2 for 11-20
words and so on.

— --— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

v/////////////////////^^^^

Mail the envelope to The Breeze by
campus mail, or deliver it to our office
In the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
'■Y/////////////////////W

Name
Telephone

Number

Deadline for Thursday's paper is noon
Tuesday. Deadline for Monday's paper is
noon Friday.
■Mann
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Comics perform at club just for laughs
By Beth Bacheldor

staff writer

She tells everyone in the dimly-lit room that she
loves to eat — everything. She blames her habits on
her French heritage and says she doesn't need some
drunken slob saying, "Hey baby, you gotta fatass..."
"I already know I have a fat ass," comic Michelle
Beaudry tells her audience as she parades around the
small stage, swishing her derriere.
"You know, I could never be bulimic. It's true. See,
if I stuck my finger down my throat, it would digest,"
the 33-year-old comedienne from Seattle claims.
Beaudry is one of the many entertainers who perform
at Scruples' Comedy Zone at the Sheraton
Harrisonburg Inn.
Her act illicits laughter ranging from subtle giggles
to loud howls. Beautkv plays on the audience,
warming them up by miking fun of herself. Then,
after the crowd is laughing, she jumps on them.
"I'm what you call a slam comic. I insult the
audience," she says. Beaudry also "swears and discusses
sex at length," which she refers to as "blue comedy."
Scruples' Comedy Zone has been operating since last
November. Assistant General Manager Michael
Morrison, who gets the acts through a booking agent
in Charlotte, N.C., says the comedy club has proved a
great success.
"A number of clubs have dropped from the circuit
since we started. Here, we do great. The people really
like it. Some clubs weren't able to make a profit with
it," Morrison says.
The comedians travel and perform in nightclub
circuits all over the United States. "The agent puts
them all together for a week's work of perfomances,"
"Morrison says, adding that they usually perform at

four different clubs a week.
"Once on a circuit, the comedian hrf> two to three
hours of driving a day to get to the ncx/ place."
Traveling so much isn't easy, and! for comic Ray
Thomas of Kansas City, Mo., it meads living out of
his car.
"My car is my home. It has a clothes rack, a cooler
that's always full, it even has leftover french fries
underneath the seat. It's great," say s\ Thomas, who,
after graduating from high school in 1982, slipped into
the entertainment business by accident
"I never looked at entertainment as a way of living. I
auditioned as a lark to get a friend to audition," he
says.
As it turned out, Thomas got a job with a small
touring company. About a year and a half ago, he
began his career as a stand-up comedian.
Each act is paid $100 to $300 a performance by the
Sheraton, and the hotel provides the performers with a
room overnight.
Morrison says most of the comedians are top
entertainers and require quite a bit of money.
"The comedy business is Very competitive. All these
guys we get here are on the verge of stardom."
Although many of the comics have not received
national recognition, Morrison compares them to
"some of the guys you see on ['Late Night With
David] Letterman' every night."
Willie Stratford Jr., a 38-year-old comic from
Charlotte, N.C., has opened for the Temptations,
Roberta clack and Smokey Robinson. Stratford has
been performing full time for the past two years and
has appeared twice at the Comedy Zone. He says he
thinks Harrisonburg audiences are great
"The place was jam-packed, and afterwards I danced
with a lot of ladies. The people were really friendly."

Staff photo by MING LEONG
The Fat Doctor, a stand-up comedian, performs at Scruples' Comedy Zone.

Stratford adds that Scruples is one of the better clubs
he has encountered on his most recent tour.
Stratford says he is basically an actor and at one time
owned his own theater company.
"My father got me started," he says of his
entertainment career. Prior to his first acting role, he
went to his father for advice on acting.
"Son," his father told him, "you've been acting all
your life."
Stratford says he got into comedy because it was
hard to make money acting, adding that his personality
is geared more towards comedy.
"When you do a show after traveling on the road —
it's the high point of the day. When you walk into a
room full of strangers, hopefully, when you walk out,
you'll leave a room full of friends."
Stratford also has had parts in two unreleased
movies, "New Girl" and "Summertime Blues."
Just as acting is in the blood, so is comedy.
Especially for Dan Sinski, who also has appeared
twice at the Comedy Zone.
"A sense of humor is a part of me, just as
intelligence is a part of someone else," says the
32-year-old Sinski, who was a school teacher for 12
years.
Sinski specializes in impressions and does more than
120 different ones. When he was young, he began
developing an interest in impressions after his father
bought him a Jonathan Winters' album. He says he
also watched the television show "Laugh-In"
frequently. "I realized then that I had the ability to
copy voices."
He says he feels best impersonating Sylvester
Stallone, Rod Sterling and George Bums. He has been
working on new impersonations, including Pee Wee
Herman, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Bill Cosby and
"Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous" host Robin
Leach. Sinski also imitates cartoon characters Yogi
Bear, Boo Boo and Elmer Fudd.
In order to perform night after night, comics have to
maintain a good sense of humor, but Sinski says he
has performed while in a bad mood.
"Usually once the first couple laughs come in, the
audience makes me feel a little better, and then it goes
from there," he says.
Sinski says he uses life as a resource for his comedy.
"Look around you, it's a funny world. For instance,
take a job application. You can either fill it out, or
you can fill it in." He says he also wonders about
things like "Is Aunt Jcmimah married to Uncle Ben?"
Because of the teacher in him, Sinski wants to
make them think — have something to say as well
as make people laugh."
"It's nice to get paid for something that's a part of
you," says Sinski, who had a bit part in the HBO
movie "Florida Straights."
Morrison says the Comedy Zone has been very
positive, and he remembers only one complaint —
Irom a gentleman who was offended by an act
"In our advertising, we say it's adult comedy. This
man came out of Scruples, complained, then went
back in for a little while longer."
Often comics like Beaudry turn their wit on
members of the audience.
See COMEDY page 13 >

'
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Comedy
► (continued from page 12)

J.J. Hall, 24, of Harrisonburg, comes to Comedy
Zone once or twice a month and says, "If you sit up
front, you're gonna get picked on. They should expect
it."
The crowded rooms and constant laughter are proof
that these comics have what it takes. With each joke,
the crowd becomes more involved. Not only do the
people sitting at the tables surrounding the stage enjoy
the humor, but the people around the bar and in the
——————— V^

" The comedy business
is very competitive. All
these guys we get here
are on the verge of stardom. "
— Michael Morrison
back join in on the fun.
The Comedy Zone presents two acts every Thursday
at 9 p.m. There is a $4 cover charge and a 21-year age
limit. Scruples' is located in the Sheraton
Harrisonburg Inn at 1400 E. Market St.
And before the tables are rolled away and the disc
jockey puts on dance music, Sinski tells the audience,
"If you're driving and you've been drinking, remember
the cops are out there. So drive as fast as humanly
possible."
Maybe not the best advice, but hey, it's just a joke.

Staff photo by MING LEONG
Comic Cralg Peters adds a little gusto to his act.

Senior directs 'pressure cooker' drama
By Margaret Conroy
staff writer

,

Sam Shepard's "Fool For Love,"
which opened Wednesday night in the
JMU Experimental Theatre, presents
theater-goers with a night of
thought-provoking entertainment.
Director Karin McKie, a senior, says,
"Love sucks a lot of the time," and that
Shepard illustrates this in his play.
The action in "Fool For Love" takes
place in the Southwest. The two main
characters-are Mae, played by McKie,
and her half-brother Eddie, a rodeo star
who likes sex, guns and horses. Eddie
is played by senior Charlie Tucker.
Eddie and Mae were lovers in high
school until they found out that, while
having different mothers, they shared
the same father.
"This is what makes the play a real
pressure cooker," McKie says.
Eddie sporadically returns to Mae to
"make sure she still loves him," McKie
says. "Once he knows she docs, he feels
free to leave again."
Their father, played by faculty
member Tom King, who also
co-directs, is personified, but exists
"only in Eddie's and Maes minds,"
McKie says. He speaks only during
scattered intervals during the show.

spending most of his time sitting
quietly in a chair by the side of the set.
The audience never is sure if what die
actors say is true or not. Each has his
or her own story regarding the past, and
no one knows who is right. At one
point, Eddie prepares to tell a talc and
says, "If you already know it's not true,
it's a story, not a lie." Thus, the
audience "must make decisions on their
own," McKie says.
The action takes place in a motel
room in which Mae is staying. The set
has only two walls, both of which
contain a door. The audience will be
sealed on the two open sides of the set,
an arrangement McKie says is designed
to make them feel "voyeuristic. It is as
if they accidentally stumbled onto one
couple's slice of life." She says she
prefers directing in the experimental
theatre "because the audience can
become more involved."
McKie says she thought about
directing "Fool For Love" after seeing
the movie, which starred Shepard and
Jessica Lang. However, she says she
felt "the movie didn't work," and that
left her "free to use my imagination" in
her production of the play.
"Fool For Love" will run tonight
through Sunday. All shows are at 8
p.m., and admission is S2.50.

/

Staff photo by ELIZABETH MYERS
In "Fool For Love," seniors Karln McKie and Charlie Tucker
play high school sweethearts who find out they have the same
father.
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MOVIE

REVIEW

They don't make them any cheesier' than adventure film Tai-Pan'
By Mark Longenbach

staff writer

Has the DeLaurenliis Entertainment
Group lost its mind? Apparently so.
After viewing the company's latest
film, "Tai-Pan," I'm convinced it will
back any film that comes along.
"Tai-Pan" is a hilariously schmaltzy
film intended to be a serious adventure
epic about the settling of Hong Kong.
It is based on the James Clavell novel
of the same name, but it is not sharing
the book's success.
The film's main character, Tai-Pan, is
a cross between Errol Flynn and the
American Gigolo. He's a Scottish
merchant involved in the opium wars
with China, and he seems to be forever
in danger and in bed. There are as many
men who want to kill him as there are
women who want to make love to him.
Tai-Pan has an oriental slave
girl/lover who wants to marry him, a
Scottish son who is embarrased by his
father's ruthless past and an illegitimate
Oriental son whose mother remains
unknown to the audience.
Bryan Brown, star of last year's hit
"F/X," plays Tai-Pan and handles the
awkward role much better than his

AFTER

Photo courtesy ot the De Laurentiis Entertainment Group

Oriental adventure 'Tai-Pan" stars Joan Chen
opium smuggler Bryan Brown.
oriental counterpart May-May, played
by Joan Chen. This poor woman could
be a fine actress, but we'll never know,
thanks to the brilliant dialogue provided
for her by screenwriters John Briley and
Stanley Mann.
This beautiful actress' dialogue
consists of short, choppy English
phrases such as "Tai-Pan, I want to

as the

lover of

make you fantastical happy." These
lines had me wanting to shout, "For
God's sake, Tai-Pan, correct the girl so
she doesn't sound so ignorant."
Unfortunately, I didn't yell, and Tai-Pan
allowed her to continue speaking like
an uneducated child.
Producer Rafaella DeLaurentiis
obviously hopes to air this on

television as soon as it leaves the
theaters — which should be any minute
now, since it has the look and feel of an
ABC mini series.
The viewer can even tell where the
commercials will be inserted, since each
scene ends wkh climactic music and a
slight fade out.
I enjoyed this film, but for all the
wrong reasons. It wasn't intended to be
a comedy, but the plot was so
predictably silly that I found an
abundance of humor in it.
The characters were the most perilous
I've ever seen. Just as adversaries are
dueling, a typhoon starts up, followed
by lovers reuniting and dying in each
others arms as a house crumbles on top
of them. They don't make them any
cheesier than this, folks.
The villains are ugly, the heroes are
macho and the women are beautiful,
buxom young lasses. What more could
you ask for?
I can hardly wait to see the
DeLaurentiis Entertainment Group's
next film, "King Kong Lives." No
joke. Its preview speaks for itself —
"He's back... and he's not very happy!"
You won't be, either, if you see this
film or "Tai-Pan."

HOURS
THURSDAY

MUSIC
Disc Jockey (MS fund raiser) — JM's Pub &
Deli, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, Ladies' Night, no cover charge for
ladies, $1 for men.
TR3 — Calhoun's, cover charge not available.
Bootleg Fletcher — Gandy
Dancer,
free admision with college ID.
Chuck Taylor and the Allstars — Mystic
Den, cover charge not available.
Student Choice Night — Little Grill, no cover
charge.
Wind Symphony Concert — Wilson Hall
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Maxim's — Club Thursday, Phillips Center, 9
p.m., free admission.
MOVIES
Stand By Ms (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. and
9:15 p.m.
Crocodile Dundee (PG-13) — Roth Theatres,
7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
The Color of Money (R) — Roth Theatres. 7:15
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Tai Pan (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7 p.m. and 9:20 p.m.
Peggy Sue Got Married (PG-13) — Valley Mjll
Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.,
725 p.m. and 925 p.m.
Jumping Jack Flash (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 3:3*0 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Top Gun (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Something Wild (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest (R) —
Grafton-Stovall Theater, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

COMEDY
Comedy Zone — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $4
cover charge.
THEATRE
Fool For Love by Sam Shepard, JMU
Experimental Theatre, Wampler Building, 8
p.m., $2.50 admisson. •
Betrayal by Harold Pinter, Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre, Duke Fine Arts Center, 8 p.m., $4
admission.
FRIDAY
MUSIC.
DJ — JMs, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, $1 cover charge.
Chuck Taylor and the Allstars — Mystic Den,
cover charge not available.
US Rock — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.
Whiskey Crssk — Gandy Dancer. $3 cover
charge.
Student Choice Night— Little Grill, no cover
charge.
Visions — Calhoun's, cover charge not
available.
Contraband — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3 cover
charge.
MOVIES
Stand By Me (R) — Roth Theatres. 7:15 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
V.
Song of the South (G) — Roth Theatres. 7 p.m.
and 9 p.m.
Crocodile Dundee (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:35 p.m., 3:35 p.m., 5:35 p.m.,
7:35 p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
The Color of Money (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Peggy Sue Got Msrrled (PG-13) — Valley Mall

Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30
p.m., 725 p.m. and 925 p.m.
Jumping Jack Flash (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 9:30 p.m.
Top Gun (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. , 7:30 p.m.
and 9:40 p.m.
An American Tail (G) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m.
Ths Man With Ons Red Shoe (PG) —
Grafton-Stovall Theater, 7 p.m. and 9:30
p.m.
Brazil — Grafton-Stovall Theater, midnight.
SATURDAY
MUSIC
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, $1 cover charge.
Boffo — Calhoun's, cover charge not available.
D. T. and the Shakes — Mystic Den, Cover
charge not available.
*J
Contraband — Scruples, $3 cover charge.
US Rock — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.
Whiskey Crssk —Gandy Dancer, $3 cover
charge.
Student Choice Night — Little Grill, no cover
charge.
Borderline — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge.
MOVIES
Man

With Ons Red Shoe (PG) —
Grafton-Stovall Theater, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

^
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SPOR
Champs
Gaskill, Gillies dominate regional, advance to national indoors

JMU-s Chris Gillies (left) and Terrl Gaskill stretch for a volley. They won the Northeast regional championship" SsTweS «T{r!e
University of Pennsylvania to gain a bid to the National Indoor tournament in Richmond Feb. 5-8.
wWRena « me
By Sonny Dearth
???'?1<W sport? rtiftr
Tennis fans often have wondered whether it is
tougher to gel to the top or to stay there.
But JMlTs number one doubles team of senior Tern
Gaskill and sophomore Chris Gillies did a little of
both last weekend at the University of Pennsylvania.
By winning the Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches
Association Northeast Regional, Gaskill and Gillies
made a major breakthrough in JMU tennis history.
Their title is the first of such magnitude for either the
men's or women's program.
As the top seeds in the 48-team draw, however,
Gaskill and Gillies took their victory in stride.
"I felt that we would win it," Gaskill said. "We had
won the ECAC's [Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference] the week before. It [ECAC title] really
boosted our confidence."
JMU coach Maria Malerba agreed with Gaskill's
assessment. They really weren't pushed," she said.
The title also is important for Gaskill and Gillies on

a national scale.
JMU earned one of the 16 spots in the ITCA
National Indoor Championships Feb. 5-8 in
Richmond, a tournament that is more selective than
the NCAA tournament in the spring.
'It feels great," Gaskill said, "especially since this is
my last year. It's kind of funny that we qualify and it's
right down the road."
Malerba said that the proximity of the tourney
should help her team.
"It's [Richmond] more comfortable surroundings
than playing in California or Texas," Malerba said. "I
think they'll do well."
For one. Gillies displayed enthusiasm about facing
teams from traditional tennis powers such as Stanford,
Miami [Fla.] or Southern California.
"It will be fun," she said. "Last year I got a chance
to see how good they were, and they were so good.
Last year I didn't really know what to expect."
Gillies had figured that JMU, William and Mary or
Syracuse could win the regional doubles

championship.
The Dukes got a break when the Tribe duo was
eliminated before the finals, leaving Gaskill and
Gillies to face Penn State's unseeded number two
tandem of Claudia Karabedian and Christy Ellis in the
finals.
The Nittany Lions' upset run came to a dramatic halt
as Gaskill and Gillies won the finals 6-3, 6-0 with an
average performance.
"Chris and I didn't feel like we played that great."
Gaskill said. "We just played consistently, not great,
not terrible. The big points we won."
Gillies said, They [Penn Slate] deserved to be there,
but it was strange."
JMU's semifinal against Syracuse's Kathy Bradford
and Gilley Tippett was a much tougher battle.
"We \vere up 5-2 [in the first set] and ended up
5-alI," Gaskill said. "We just had a lapse for awhile."
Two games later, Gaskill and Gillies worked their

See TENNIS page 19 >•
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Inexperience doesn't stop JMU runner
By John Aronoff

staff writer

__

After a false start out of the blocks last year, cross
country runner Peter Weilenmann is back on track.
The red-shirt freshman from Arlington ended his
outdoor season in impressive fashion last week during
the NCAA District III championships in Greenville,
S. C.
Vying for one of the top six qualifying spots for the
National Collegiate Athletic Association
championship in the 10-kilometer event Weilenmann
finished seventh out of the 200 entries with a time of
30:17. Not bad considering this is his first full year of
college cross country.
"Overall, I wasn't expecting to be that close,"
Weilenmann said. "It was certainly the largest crowd I
had ever run before."
JMU cross country coach Bill Walton said
Weilenmann has progressed dramatically.
"He didn't even know what cross country was at this
time last year," Walton said. "Now, he has a chance to
be the best in the United States."
Assistant coach and distance specialist Bruce
Coldsmith added, "He's a neophtye with so much
room to grow. He's going to be a super runner.
"The people who become great are the one's who are
willing to learn new things. Pete has that
characteristic."
The first thing Weilenmann had to learn was how to
deal with a knee injury that forced him out of action a
year ago.
Coldsmith felt partly to blame by pushing him too
hard in the beginning.
"He had a hard time adjusting and that resulted in
some injuries," he said. "Maybe I'm somewhat
responsible."
Weilenmann sat out the fall season, but returned to
indoor track in the spring where he won a 1500-meter
race with a time of 3:52.9, setting a new JMU
freshman record and second on the school's all-time
list.
"He's just a competitor," Coldsmith said. "There's
no backing off. He comes out to win every time he

File photo

Peter Weilenmann led the Dukes In his
first full season of cross country.
runs."
Although Wcilenmann's first love was soccer at
Landon Prep High School in Bethcsda, Md., he began
his running career while playing baseball in the ninth
grade. When his team competed against the lacrosse
and track teams in an annual meet, the track coach

recognized his ability and encouraged him to join.
Many training miles later, Weilennfann came to
JMU.
"There's really no secret to becoming a good cross
country runner," Walton said. "You just have to run a
lot of miles over the summer."
Try three miles in the morning and seven more at
night, or an average of 70 miles per week during the
season.
"The worst part is getting up in the mornings,"
Weilenmann said, "especially if you have a test the
next day. I have to admit, I do sleep through a few
classes."
But he is at JMU because of its academic standing.
"My decision to come here was primarily because of
academics," he said. Weilenmann maintained a B
average last year.
"Pete was concerned about handling both cross
country and academics," Walton said. "He's been able
to balance both pretty well."
Two things the coaches repeatedly will tell their
runners when preparing for the 10-kilometer races are
to "relax and concentrate".
"There are very few things that you can concentrate
on intensly for half an hour," Coldsmith said. "That's
where the mental process comes in. Running is a
sport of the mind — not of the body."
Besides thinking about the coaches and friends who
have helped him along the way, Weilenmann basically
is motivated by competition.
"In a race," he said, "you usually don't think about
anything except the guy in front of you. . .it's kind of
like a blur, you just do.'"
Walton and Coldsmith are looking forward to
watching Weilenmann mature through three more
years of eligibility. They hope his attitude will rub off
on others.
,
"His success is very much a product of the team's
environment," Coldsmith said. "Everyone's trying to
accomplish what he is doing."
Coldsmith added, "His purity of soul and integrity of
mind allow him to put himself through things others
won't. That's what makes him successful."

SPORTSFILE

Basketball fans!!
Look for the

1986-87 JMU Basketball
Supplement
in Monday, November 24th's issue of
The Breeze.
Included in the supplement will be
stories and photographs of-your
favorite men's and women's
basketball players, and the
season schedules.

Dukes'squad
receives bid
in volleyball
The JMU women's volleyball team
received a bid to compete in the Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference (ECAC)
championships this Friday and Saturday
in Williamsburg.
The Dukes (27-14), seeded second in
the four-team tournament, will play
third-seeded Hofstra Friday. Top-seeded
William and Mary, who topped JMU
Saturday to win the Colonial Athletic
Association title, plays fourth-seeded
Northeastern.
JMU, in its first season of Division I

competition, has qualified for the
ECAC event for the second consecutive
season.
FIELD

HOCKEY

Four JMU players were picked to the
All-South Region team, while another
member of the 18th-rankcd Dukes made
honorable mention.
JMU's Mona Ryabik and Sandy
Wilson qualified for the offensive
all-region squad, while Diane Buch and
Lisa Milliken were selected to the
defensive squad.
The Dukes' Amy Hicks was picked
for honorable mention on offense.
Second-ranked Old Dominion led all
teams with six players selected, while
three North Carolina players were
tabbed.

We need you.
American Heart
Association

0
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THE FAR SIDE

"Oh, wonderful - you're early."
7

Gary Larson

"Give me a hand here, Etta ... I got info a
nest of wiener dogs over on Fifth and Maple."

Tantor burns up on 1-90
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PROFILE
The game will be a homecoming for
JMU quarterback Eric Green, who is
from nearby Baltimore. Green missed
the second half of last Saturday's game
with a sprained ankle, but is expected to
play. The junior threw a pair of
touchdown passes against the Eagles to
raise his team season record to 16.

ran
Towson State
Tigers
Location: Towson, Md.
Enrollment: 9,500
Conference: Independent
1985 record: 7-2-1
1986 record: 8-2
Head coach: Phil Albert
Albert's record: 103-50-2
Last week: Beat Indiana (Pa.)
21-13
Series record: JMU leads 6-3
Basic offense: Pro I
Basic defense: 3-4

With last week's offensive
performance, JMU established team
season records for scoring and rushing.
The Dukes are just 14 yards away from
eclipsing the team season mark of
4,020 yards for total offense.

Fullback Warren Marshall went over
the 4,000-yard career rushing mark and
established a JMU season rushing
record with his 128-yard rushing effort
at Georgia Southern. The senior has
1,201 yards this season, the third time
he has rushed for over 1,000 yards, and
4,085 yards fpr his career. He also
moved into fourth place on the all-time
Div. I-AA career rushing list and first
place on the ECAC all-time Div. I-AA
JMU will try to end its season on a rushing list.
winning note when it travels to
JMU punter John Druiett enters
nationally ranked Division II Towson
Saturday's game with a chance to set a
State. The Dukes are coming off a
season record for punting average. The
45-35 loss to defending Div. I-AA
junior is averaging 41.4 yards a kick
national champion Georgia Southern,
this season, slightly better than the
in which the two teams combined for
team record of 40.9 yards a kick held by
more than 1,000 yards of offense.
Mickey Stinnett and Greg Caldwell.
This week's came should be just the
opposite of a week ago. Both defenses The Tigers are led by tailback Dan
have performed well this season, and Ricker. Kicker has run for 912 yards
according to JMU head coach Joe and 11 touchdowns. Towson^flanker
Purzycki, Towson has seen a great deal Dale Chips has 55 receptions for 1,056
oftheWinged-T.
yards and six touchdowns.

Tennis> (Continued from page 16)

way out of the crisis by winning the
tiebreaker 7-2, then stcamrollcd their
opponents 6-2 in the second set to reach
the final."
"It might have been a different story
if we had lost the tiebreaker," Malerba
said.
JMU defeated Virginia's top team 6-2,
6-4 and Penn State's number one team
6-2,6-1 to reach the semifinals.
Gillies recent climb to new heights in
doubles has increased her confidence and
the team's success.
"I think I'm playing better doubles
than last year," she said. "I think I came
in with greater expectations for Terri
and me than I did last year."

REC

Gillies and former JMU player Ingrid
Hetz failed to reach the regional
quarterfinals last year, but recovered to
win the Colonial Athletic Association
number one flight championship in the
spring.
After earning an NCAA tournament
bid for the first time. Gillies was a bit
intimidated by the surroundings.
The end result was a 6-2, 6-1 loss by
Gillies and Hetz to Kentucky's Tamaki
Takagi and Sonia Hahn in the first
round of the NCAA tournament in
Texas last May.
"That match was nerves," Malerba
said. "Ingrid played okay, but for a
freshman to go to nationals is really
tough."
But the trip south this February
perhaps will be more successful.

REPORT

ACTIVITIESVOLLEYBALL- An officials clinic will
be held at 5 p.m. today in Godwin
205.

BASKETBALL- The signup p
deadline for three-on-three
competition is 12 p.m. Dec. 4.
Also, an officials clinic will be held
at 5 p.m. Dec. 4 in Gym side A.

BADMINTON- The signup deadline
for intramural competition is 12 p.m.
Dec. 1.

H5SUI.T5-

BOWLING- The signup deadline in
Recreation Activities Office by 12
p.m. Dec. 3.

SOCCER- Chantilly won the
women's intramural indoor
championship by defeating
Way land in the final.

7
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Want to get your message tctfthe entire JMU community, use a Breeze classified.
All material must have your name and phone number. Send to The Breeze,
c/o Anthony-Seeger Hall, campus mail.
Deadline for Monday is noon Friday.

Mamo

Phone

■

Deadline for Thursday is noon Tuesday

~
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VIEWPOINT
■s

Scott Miller

JM Who?

C0UE6e

Here at The Breeze, we occasionally tackle a tough pressing national
issue that hits close to home with JMU students and alumni alike. This
week we received a letter trom an alumnus who was angry. He was angry
not at Reagan's misinformation with Libya or his dealings with Iran. It didnl
concern Star Wars or what the United States was doing in some Central
American country, either.
Rather it dealt with something in sports. It involved Monday night's
football game between the Washington Redskins and the San Francisco
49ers. It was a game of national interest, yet it also was a game
instrumental to the recognition of two JMU athletes and the way a good
portion of the nation's viewing au die ne'e jtfoks at our institution of higher
learning.
The principal characters are JMU alumni Gary Clark and Charles Haley.
Clark, a second-year wide receiver for the Redskins, and Haley, a rookie
defensive end for the 49ers, are both having outstanding years. Clark has
been close to the top of the National Football Conference standings in
receptions for most of the year, while Haley has eight sacks as a rookie
this year.
The problem, according to the letter's author was how ABC's 'Monday
Night Football' broadcasters dealt with recognizing JMU. At various points
of the broadcast, Frank Gifford mistook this univeristy for, god forbid,
James Madison College, while Gifford's partner, Al Michaels went on to
describe the 10,000-plus sized JMU as "little James Madison."
Identification problems like these are starting to happen quite regularly on
some national broadcasts and we thought you, as the student body,
would want to tackle the problem head on.
So when you sit down to write the letter to your Congressman about
some other vital national issue you see on these pages, take time ouWo
write one to Al and Frank as well. With enough uproar, they might get it
right. Let's make them remember JMU; that's capital J, capital M, capital U
in Virginia's beautiful Shenandoah Valley. We're sure Gary and Charles
would want it that way.

FAP SPRIES NUMBER. OMS-

mepnotfe Barms,

FIRST IT

WAS

THEN \T

WAS VOLKSWAGENS,

Mu«2_

NOW IT'S CLASSROOM STUFFING

- LOOK R>R

IT IN A CLASSROOM NEAR yoO/

The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze editorial board.

Baptists' lawsuit poses threat to education
"We're not trying to censor textbooks," the lawyer
stated. "These parents are concerned for their
children's religious education."
The lawyer, interviewed recently on ABC's
"Nightline," represented a group of Tennessee Baptist
parents who object to some of the "humanistic"
material taught in their public schools and
successfully filed suit to have the material removed.
According to the attorney, the parents wanted their
children to be excused from learning the objectionable
lessons and texts. Under their suggested guidelines,
such
students
would
be
offered
"alternative"assignments in place of those deemed
unacceptable.
Allowing this kind of religious reform in our
public schools is a mistake. One of the basic
principles of our educational system is that each child
should be given a fair and equal education. In
Tennessee, who decides what "equal" means? It seems
that, for these Baptist parents, some students are
more equal than others simply by virtue of their
religion. Obviously, the parents would have the
power to decide whether or not their children read the
"questionable" material. This is grossly unfair to
other parents and especially harmful to the children.
Removing objectionable literature is probably
meant to stem any rational question the children
might have about their faith. The parents argued that
,il is important to remove temptations from their

children while they are so young, but most of the
controversy concerns high school lessons and
literature. Certainly, the students should be old
enough to separate "right" from "wrong" in matters
of their own religion.
The parents are simply refusing to allow their
children to openly question their faith. They might
insist that they are fighting in defense of their
religion, but it is obvious that what they are fighting
is their own fear of its weakness.

GUEST COLUMNIST
Heather Dawson
And the texts are not openly offensive. Instead, the
parents are upset because the books do not advocate
their religion. The secular nature of the textbooks is
necessary for the public school system, yet it angers
these parents. They admit that they see "neutrality"
toward religious matters as a religion in itself directly
in opposition to their own. In fact, the parents use
words like "objectionable" and "undesirable" when
describing "The Wizard of Oz" (it promotes, they say,
the belief that certain personality traits can be sought

<>t

by man, rather than ordained by God).
The parents of these children seem to have lost
sight of their goal. They fought for a better education
for their children yet destroyed their children's chance
for success in a secular world. It is safe to assume
that some of these children will go on to attend
public universities, yet they will do poorly because
they were forced into a second-rate, one-sided
education.
A judge ruled in favor of the parents, citing
religious differences as the basis for the educational
"reforms. In some cases, this reason might have
validity. For example, Mennonite children do not
end school after the eighth grade. But Mennonites
not need such an extensive education. Their
:upations, especially farming, are just the same as
they were generations ago and they are taught by
family members.
Yet the Baptist children in Tennessee need more.
They should be taught, as most children are, that they
can become anything they want. And to believe this,
they need an adequate education.
"Adequate" in this case means "equal." The
education given to young Baptists should be no
different from that given to other children.

Heather Dawson is a freshman majoring in
communication.
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Faculty Senate's cooperation snubbed
To the editor:
The Breeze's Nov. 13 article on the drop/add period
excluded significant information which I told to the
staff writer and left the false impression that the
faculty has not reached out to the students.
I called Greg Gromada early this fall to tell him
that the Faculty Senate was still interested in
shortening the drop period to five weeks. I asked Greg
if we could agree to remove the bill from the table at
the Undergraduate Commission in October, to have
the faculty and students present their differing views
with the understanding that we would then table the
matter for further study.
The Commission proceeded to consider the matter
and then Dr. Shapiro, the Chair of the Commission,
appointed three students nominated by Greg and three
faculty nominated by me as a committee to examine

Letter on Honor Code was
laden with misinformation'
To the editor:
Where should I begin? Steve Zanelti's letter to the
editor Monday is so laden with misinformation and
poor comparisons that just knowing where to start
correcting him is a task in itself.
First, the "harsh sentences" that the JMU Honor
Code provides for are recognized as being among the
more lenient and most flexible in the Commonwealth
of Virginia. The ratio of reported violations to
students at JMU is also one of the highest in the
state. Coupled with the consensus among Honor
Councils in Virginia that the amount of cheating
varies very little from school to school, the ratio
shows that at JMU violations are more likely to be
reported than at other schools.
Maybe if Mr. Zanctti had read the code that he
criticizes or had attended any of the Honor Awareness
Week functions, he would have understood that there
is no correlation between an honor code's
effectiveness and the purchase or consumption of
alcohol by minors. The Honor Code deals strictly
with academic dishonesty while the Judicial System
deals with alcohol policy violations. It's all in your
1986-1987 JMU Student Handbook, Mr. Zanetti.
***—

Tim McDonald
former prosecutor
JMU Honor Council

the issue and to report back to the Commission in
February.
So the evidence is quite clear that the Faculty
Senate has reached out to the Student Government in
order to resolve our differences. At this point, we
need to give the committee of faculty and students
time to discuss their views, to present rational
arguments on different options available, and, if
possible, to recommend a solution.
It is important to add that the Faculty Senate has
reached out to the Student Government in other key
matters this year. For example, I gave a copy of the
Faculty Assessment Committee's Final Report to
Ann-Marie Johnson, a Vice President of the SGA.
This report, a part of the five year plan, has
recommended that student assessment of faculty
teaching be required and that a set of common

questions be used for all faculty.
The SGA has been interested in the matter of
assessing faculty teaching in previous years, and I
thought that it would be proper to involve the SGA
in this matter again. The faculty and the Faculty
Senate have not yet had their own opportunity to
respond to the recommendations of the Faculty
Assessment Committee, and I believe that faculty,
students, and administration should consider this
matter in a spirit of congeniality, working toward
the best university that we can be.

William O'Meara
speaker
faculty senate

Does the JMU judicial system warrant fear?
To the editor:
I think the JMU student body should be aware of
an incident involving the JMU Judicial System. .
The story takes place during spring semester of
last year and involves a criminal, a victim, the
Virginia Commonwealth court system and the
JMU Judicial System. The criminal and victim
were both JMU students last semester. The
criminal stole a checkbook from the victim and
proceeded to forge checks. The Virginia courts
convicted the criminal on numerous counts of
forgery and fraud and of more than one count of
grand larceny. The JMU Judicial System suspended
him for one semester and banned him from setting
foot on the campus during that semester. He then
would be allowed to return to JMU the following
semester.
..--

Theft of $25 of more is classified as a MAJOR
offense in the Student Handbook. Surely, forging
checks qualifies as a major offense, especially since
most of the ones forged were for more than $25.
You decide if our Judicial System should be feared.
Anne E. Gordon
sophomore
psychology
Editor's note: While not commenting on this
specific case. Dr. Al Menard. associate vice
president for student affairs, said a one-semester
suspension for check forging is a typical penally.
Considering the values of the faculty, staff and
students of JMU, he said he believed such a
penalty is appropriate in this case.

Misquotes change Campusquote to 'campus paraphrase'
To the editor:
On Nov. 6 I was approached by a representative
from The Breeze and asked my opinion on
handgun's. I replied that I thought handguns should
be banned if it^would cut down on murders.
However, when The Breeze was published on Nov.
101 was misquoted. It stated, "Yes, if it cuts down
on needless murders." Even though I was
misquoted by one word, it changed the intended

meaning. Unless the staff members of The Breeze
can Ieam how to quote someone properly, I
suggest that you rename your column "Campus
Paraphrase".
Laurie Cummings
junior
marketing

Little James Madison?' Alumnus tells ABC
to get it right
stunning fullback- Warren Marshall. And thankfully
L.IIIIW
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To the Editor:
Allow mc to express my undying admiration for
your broadcast skills and reputation. However, I am
taking a moment our from this evening's
Redskins-49ers clash to voice my displeasure
concerning your treatment of my alma mater: James
Madison University.
Last year Mr. Gifford you twice had the
opportunity to call attention to this fine insutuuon
thanks to Gary Clark. Once you pronounced Clark a
"graduate of James Madison COLLEGE." And
worse yet, instead of correcting yourself you called an
excellent insutuuon of higher learning, founded on

the morals and ideals of the father of The
Constitution, a "small school in Virginia."
The final straw came tonight, Mr. Michaels, when
Charles Haley scored an impressive sack. You
termed a university of over 10,000 diverse, intelligent
students, "little James Madison." Little? Little, Mr.
Michaels? I only hope you don't find Thomas
Jefferson "petty" , or Abe Lincoln "quaint."
Most of the NFL now realizes the talents of Gary
Clark, and will soon begin to realize the aggressive
hard hitting style of Charles Haley. And here's a tip
for you guys in the booth: about this time next year
you will undoubtedly be calling the number of one

cmnnino fiillharlr. Warr«i Marshall

Arwt thankful!

enough Buffalo doesn't appear much on Monday
Night Football, but Scott Norwood, placekicker, is
one of the few consistent aspects of the Bill's offense.
Now, I realize the purpose of those graphics isn't to
boost college recruitment, but next time just get the
name right: JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY.
And smile when you say that
Barry A. Cox
Class of 1986
Editor's note: This letter was sent to ABC
Television and then to The Breeze.
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CIA helps Iranian opponents
WASHINGTON (AP) — For seven years, the CIA
has conducted operations designed to thaw relations
with Iran and simultaneously help its internal
opponents, a published report states.
The Reagan administration's once-secret program of
contacts and arms shipments to Iran was just a part of
that effort, which started during the Carter
administration. The Washington Post reported in
Wednesday's editions.

At the same time. Pentagon and administration
officials told The Associated Press that the chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff is prepared to tell Congress
that the Pentagon knew nothing of President Reagan's
decision to ship military supplies to Iran to improve
relations with that country.
The Post report, citing intelligence and other sources
it did not identify, said the CIA provided the
government of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini with a

list of between 100 and 200 names of people said to be
Soviet collaborators and intelligence agents. About
200 suspects were executed, dealing a major blow to
Soviet operations and influence in Iran, the report said.
Under President Carter, while 52 Americans were
being held captive in Tehran, the CIA began several
operations against Khomeini, designed to gather
information and inflict "punishment" on the Iranian
government, the article slated.

Eastman Kodak to withdraw from South Africa
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — Eastman
Kodak announced Wednesday that it will withdraw
from South Africa and halt shipments of its products
to the country.
The announcement followed the recent pullouts from
South Africa by General Motors, IBM and several
other U.S. corporations.

Soviet plants
lack safety,
official says
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Soviet
Union is probably operating nuclear
plants without safety improvements
promised in the wake of the Chernobyl
accident, Energy Secretary John
Herrington said Tuesday.
Herri ngton also said Soviet and
Cuban authorities were not being
forthcoming with details about two
reactors under construction in Cuba.
"We are reasonably sure they are
operating reactors today without the
upgrades they promised," Herrington
said of the Soviets after testifying at a
Senate subcommittee hearing.
He said major improvements were
promised after the Chernobyl accident
in April, but reactors similar to that
one were restarted too soon for them to

Colby Chandler, chairman and chief executive officer
of the photographic equipment manufacturer, said in a
statement from the company's Rochester, N.Y.
headquarters that economic factors played a major role
in the decision to leave South Africa.
"Our South African business has been affected
negatively by weakness in the South African

be completed. The undamaged reactors
at the Chernobyl facility resumed
operation Sept. 29.
Asked if the safety improvements
eventually will be made, Herrington
replied, "There's no way of knowing. I
certainly hope so."

Canadians hold
tax thief suspect
TORONTO (AP) r- Police
questioned an employee of the
government tax office Tuesday about
the theft of personal records on 16"
million Canadians, virtually every
taxpayer in the nation.
The theft Oct. 30, which was
disclosed in Parliament on Monday,
outraged opposition legislators.
Although the records were returned
about three hours after the disclosure,
the theft raised fears that terrorists or
criminals may have copied the data to

economy," he said. "We^lso have no doubt that the
system of apartheid has played a major role in the
economy's underpcrformance."
Kodak did not specify when the pullout would occur,
but said shipment of its cameras, film and other
products to South Africa will end by April 1987.

use for obtaining false birth certificates Afghanistan in December 1979. Titled
or passports or to file fraudulent claims "Afghanistan: Torture of Political
Prisoners," it states torture is
for welfare or pensions.
widespread and systematic.
The bundle of tax records, about the
"The KHAD (Afghan secret police) is
size of a lunch bucket, consisted of
reported to have Soviet advisers at its
2,000 acetate microfiche cards,
main offices, and many of the
transparent 4-by-6 inch plastic sheets
testimonies available to Amnesty
on which thousands of pages of
International
refer to the presence of
information is stored.
Soviet personnel when prisoners are
The data includes names, addresses, being interrogated under torture," the
birth dates, social insurance numbers! report, based on statements by
ex-prisoners, said.
spouses' names and details of income.
9 "In many of these cases, prisoners
state that Soviet personnel are present
during tprture and participate in or direct
interrogation while the physical
LONDON (AP) _ Soviet advisers tp application of torture is left to
Afghan's secret police often direct the Afghans."
The report quotes ex-prisoners, men
interrogation of prisoners under torture,
and
women, as saying they were beaten,
Amnesty International stated Wednesday
subjected
to electric shocks, burned
in a report quoting Afghan citizens
with
cigarettes
and had their hair torn
identified as victims.
out.
The 51-page report, issued by the
Amnesty International, winner of the
London-based human rights
1977 Nobel Peace prize, has made
organization, covers the period since the
Soviet Union sent trbSps to political prisoners around the world its
special concern.

Soviets commit
Afghan atrocities

Sandinista regime moves troops into Honduras
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Nicaragua's Sandinista
government has moved "several thousand" troops
across the border of neighboring Honduras in an
apparent bid to block Contra guerrillas from advancing
into Nicaragua during the upcoming dry season,
administration officials said Tuesday.
The Nicaraguans also now have taken delivery from
the Soviet Union of a more advanced, longer-range
anti-aircraft missile that could prove a formidable

weapon against low-flying airplanes, the officials
added
The deliveries of the Soviet-made SA-14
ground-to-air missile are occurring at the same time
that U.S. military equipment has begun to flow to the
American-backed Contras inside Honduras, said the
officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity.
The presence of Nicaraguan troops inside Honduras,
near several Contra bases in the so-called Us Vegas

salient, is officially being ignored by the Honduran
notary at this point, the sources said.
"The Hondurans will deny the Nicaraguans are
m-country because it is their policy to look the other
way said one official. "But there are several thousand
Mmoimsta troops in the salient. They are now moving
mere in strength and it's been going on for some time
now, for quite a few days"
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Reagan plans no high-level changes
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan wants coordinated the administration's secret diplomatic
to keep his national security adviser and is not annoyed contacts with Iran, which have brought sharp criticism
at Secretary of State George Shultz for speaking his form Capitol Hill and elsewhere.
The New York Times, meanwhile, reported in its
mind about U.S. arms shipments to Iran, a White
Wednesday
editions that Shultz has asked Reagan for a
House spokesman said Tuesday.
firm
commitment
not to provide more military
John Poindextor, the president's assistant for national
security affairs, has been widely reported to have equipment to Iran and to agree that future diplomatic

Parents of
'Dallas' actor
killed at bar

Lavigne said. They are being held in
Helena, about 30 miles north of
Boulder.

BOULDER, Mont. (AP) — The
parents of "Dallas" star Patrick Duffy
were killed at a bar they owned in this
western Montana town, and two men
were arrested after a high-speed chase,
police reported Wednesday.
Boulder police dispatcher Mike
Lavigne identified the victims as
Terence and Marie Duffy, the parents of
the actor who plays Bobby Ewing on
the popular CBS TV series.
He said they apparently were killed
Tuesday night, and their bodies were
found early Wednesday. No motive was
known, he said.
Two Helena men, Sean Wentz and
Kenneth Miller, both 19, are in custody
on suspicion of deliberate homicide
with bond set at $250,000 each.

Helms to struggle
for Senate position

BY

THE

There was no immediate word on
Duffy's whereabouts Wednesday. Duffy
has an unlisted number in Los Angeles.

WASHINGTON (AP) —While
Democrats prepare for their new Senate
majority, the most interesting early
power struggle of the 100th Congress
is Sen Jesse Helms' bid to take the
senior Republican spot on the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.
The North Carolina conservative
wants to move ahead of Sen. Richard
Lugar, R-Ind., who served as committee
chairman the last two years while the
GOP controlled the Senate.
Republican and Democratic senators
will meet separately Thursday to choose

contacts with Tehran have State Department
participation. •
The newspaper quoted unidentified officials as saying
that Shultz has told Reagan that unless those requests
were honored, it would not make any sense to keep
serving in the administration.

their leadership for the session that
begins next January and to start
determining committee lineups.
Some decisions they make will give
the first hint of the tone for the next
two years as the Democrats assert the
majority they won in the 1986
elections and the Republicans try to
preserve President Reagan's agenda.
Party chairman Paul G. Kirk, Jr.
plans to use a Democratic National
Committee meeting Sunday to issue a
warning that the 1986 election results
represent an opportunity but not a call
for a return to the policies of the 1960s
and 1970s.

U.S. considering
foreign launches
WASHINGTON (AP) — America's
satellite launch capability is in such
dire straits that the Pentagon has been
talking to a European consortium about
using French rockets to put critical
satellites in orbit.

Charles W. Cook, deputy assistant
Air Force secretary for space plans and
policy, said Monday that no decisions
had been reached.
"We're looking at it now," he told a
symposium. "It has been under
discussion. Specifically it's being
investigated in regard to seeing if, in
the case of GPS, the schedules could be
worked out to be beneficial."
GPS is a Global Positioning System
that will involve 18 satellites whirling
around the Earth. It is designed so that
at least four of the satellites will be in
line of sight of an Earth-bound
transmitter-receiver at all times to
provide precise locations in three
dimensions, longitude, latitude and
altitude, 24 hours a day.
The Air Force had ordered 28
satellites to be launched on the shuttle
before the Challenger disaster in
January. Twelve of the last twelve were
built so they could be launched from
expendable vehicles such as the French
Ariane.

WAY

Majority would not choose baby's sex
NEW YORK (AP) — If Americans could choose
the sex of babies, boys would edge out girls among
those willing to choose, but most people would refuse
the choice, according to a Media General-Associated
Press poll.
Overall, the poll of 1,464 adult Americans found
strong resistance to choosing the sex of babies, a
choice now possible because of advances in "test tube"
fertilization.

Comedian
gets ticket
for speeding
NEW CANAAN, Conn. (AP) —
Talk show host David Letterman is in
trouble with the local police again.
Letterman, fined $40 in May when
caught using a radar detector in his car,
was stopped last week for speeding. He
also received a ticket for not having a
valid Connecticut driver's license,
police said.

When asked, "If you were able to choose the sex of a
child, would you choose a boy or a girl?" 27 percent of
the respondents said they would choose a boy, 16
percent said a girl and 57 percent had no preference or
were unsure.
About 30 percent of the men and one-quarter of the
women wanted boys. Only 12 percent of the men
would choose girls, compared with 20 percent of the
women.

Letterman was cited for driving 57
mph in a 40 mph zone in New Canaan
at 11:34 p.m. Friday, police said
Monday. After he was stopped, police
discovered that Letterman lacked a
Connecticut driver's license.
"He had a valid California license,"
said New Canaan Police Chief Ralph
Scott. "But the law says once you
establish residency in a state you must
get a valid operator's license."
Letterman, a resident of this affluent
suburban community, has until Dec. 5
to contest his latest ticket, worth $147,
or to plead guilty and mail in the fine.

Respondents also were asked, "If you were given the
opportunity to choose the sex of your child, would
you take the opportunity to do so or not?" When the
question was phrased that way, 72 percent said they
would not do it, 21 percent said they would, and 7
percent were unsure.
About half the respondents thought the whole idea of
choosing the sex of babies was wrong, while three in
10 liked the idea and two in 10 weren't sure.

Bearded woman
proud to be hairy
EAST ALTON, 111. (AP) — A
bearded 38-year-old mother of two says
she's finally accepted her destiny, but
for a long time it was a close shave.
"I'm proud to be a bearded lady," said
Malinda Maxey, rubbing her black
moustache and 4-inch goatee. "For the
first time, people can't accuse me of
having a beard. Now they can see it
right there."
Her beard came at age three and she
shaved twice a day during her school

years to try to hide it, she said. Doctors
did not know about hormone therapy
when she was born and years later her
family could not afford it.
Married three times, she said she
divorced each time because her beard
became too much of a "mental strain"
for her husbands. "I mean, just think
about it. Would you want to sleep with
a woman with a beard?" she said.
Since joining the circus five years
ago, she said she has found her first real
home and friends with other people in
the sideshow, including a woman bom
without arms, a dwarf and a tattooed
lady.
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FOUR STAR
PIZZA
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Fast FREE Delivery

433-3776
425 NORTH MAIN ST., HARRISONBURG, VA.
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HOT OR COLD

FREE DELIVERY" WITH IN 30 MIN • 10 MIN PICKUP
Sunday - Thursday 11 AM to 1 AM
Friday • Saturday 11 AM to 2 AM
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Any 2 item 12" Pizza and 2 cups of
Coke. Additional toooinas
toppings
available.
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Any 2 item 16" pizza and 4 cups of
Coke. Additional toppings
available.
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